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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Volume Number 65
Holland, Michigan,

Jack Knoll

Found Guilty
By Jurymen

Presitont’a (Effankagiumg

Hlcssagr

_

first

EDITORIAL

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
COMES OUT EARLIER

nr™
THANKSGIVING

Brave Americansgive thanks toten pip. Two other horses were so
badly
y burned they had to be killed. day for their simple, humble blessThe
me general
general manager of
of the
the ProPro- ' A brother in Ovensei lost a bam
ings, for the food they have and
mium Lightning Rod Co., of Cold- (and stock last
loss
the shelter, for liberty, for life itwater, Mich., is canvassingthe amounting to S7,»»00.
country in the vicinity of Holland
self, for escapes from utter disaster,
and is putting up several rods.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Beekman re- and for their hopes of better times
Among the folks who have pur- ceived mail this week from their
to come. That was the meaning of
chaser! are Isaac Marsilie,living children,Rev. and Mrs. A. Stegsoutheast of Holland; Millard and enga, of Rochester, N. Y., by aero- Thanksgiving to the Puritans,that
Wilson Harrington. George Osborn, plane mail route — will all wonders was its meaning to George Washliving south of Holland. Mr. Mar- cease! Lincoln Beachy was the avi- ington when he first proclaimed it
si Ije, who is secretary and treasator.
a National holiday, that was its

Holland and

Vicinity

The

Number 48

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY

Coartroom Filled. Half of Audi-

Came From

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years

KNOLL STATES RIE.MERSMA
FELL INTO SHEARS

ence

Thursday. November 26, 1936

case on the docket with

the opening of Circuit Court in
Grand Haven, with Judge Fred T.
Miles on the bench, was the people
against Jack Knoll, Holland barber, 45 years old, who is charged
with felonious assault on Neil
Riemersma, aged 25, who claims he
was stabbed with a pair of sharp
shears on the night of November
3. The jury was- selected after ex-

* •

*

“Oak Grubs” Is

Being Turned

The Holland City News was isto Will
sued Tuesday morning instead of
Thursday in order that all siAscribers may have their newspaper ALLEGAN COUNTY BAD
WILL BE GOOD LANDS
before Thankagivingand alio to
CONSERVATION
accommodatemany advertiser! who
have food bargains and other
Michigan ia witnetainf In AB
Thanksgiving necessities in different lines to offer the public. A few gan county the exemplification
of the correspondents arrived too one of the newest ideas in lil
late to be placed, but will appear utilization.As if transpli
the oak and iackpine
in the next issue.
north centralMichigan, an
of idle, aemi-wild and wild
I

i

SERVICES IN ALL CHURCHES

urer of the Farmers’ Mutual Fire
Insurance Co., states that he believes the rod has merit and S. S.
Saun, the representative of the
company, guaranteesto pay all
damages to buildingsdamaged by
fire from lightning after their rod

THANKSGIVINGDAY

land is "going back” to a wil
dition adth the deliberative
of conservation lands speck
after years of unsuccessfuluse

meaning to Abraham Lincoln when
The beautifulParlor Grand piano
he
fixed it in our calendar on the
There will be services In prac- agriculture.
used at the pupils recital was pretically all the churches in this city
sented to Hope college by the Bush last Thursdayof November.
Conservation department
& Une Piano Co. of this city I he first AmericanThanksgiving and vicinity Thanksgiving Day ere here, who have been colli
morning.
through W. H. Beach. It is to be
ing in the game management
was held on St. George Island, in
hausting the regular panel and two
The pastors will have special pecta, are watching the pro]
Used in the School of Music.
talesmen were brought in by Sherwhat is now Maine, on Sunday, messages on that day and in many with increasinginterest.
• • •
has been installed. Note: When*
iff’s deputiesin order that the case
are those lightning rod fellows toI, Franklin I). Roosevelt,President of the United States of
George Souter of the North Side August 9, 1607. A small company of the churches,as is the custom,
Approximately44,000 acres
might proceed. Several Holland jurday? In the rural districts many is on his way to Los Vegas, Cal., of men and women who had jour- special offeringswill be made by submarginalagricultural land
America, hereby designate Thursday, the twenty-sixthday of
old rods are still pointing heaven- for the winter. He will study dry
those attending.
November, 1936, as a day of nationalthanksgiving.
land not generally suited to i
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
ward from home and bam and farming while there. Note: Mr. neyed across the Atlantic in two
These contributionsare for dif- cessful farming
have been
The observance of a day of general thanksgiving by all the
Holland still has a few left. The Souter was prominent in Holland tiny sailboatslanded on the rocky ferent purposes— benevolent,mis- quired by the federal resettlem
UNDER LAW KNOLL
PWPI; 18 a practice peculiarlyour own, hallowed by usage in
rods in many instanceswere fancy and Holland townshin. He was su- shore, set up a cross, and rever- sions and other causes. Consideradministration.The farmers
GOES TO JAIL
the days before we were a nation and sanctioned through
and ornamentations to the home. pervisor for years ana deeply inter- ently expressed gratitudefor being able is collected annually on
succeeding years.
The writer remembers one directly ested in horticulture.He was an
Thanksgiving Day in many of the QUITE A SHOW
TTie jury of twelve men at 9:00
east of the old Mulder homestead officer on the Holland Fair Board. alive and free to attempt to wrest houses of worship.
VISIT IN ALLEGAN COI
® clock last night found Jack
Having safely passed through troubled waters, it is our right
a living from the strange and terrion West 10th St., installed by C.
Few Holland folks realise a
to express our gratitude that Divine Providence has vouchKnoll, the Holland barber, guilty
Verschure,first cashier of the
ble wildernessfacing them.
FOOD STORES OPEN
Albert Lahuis of Zeeland has
the United States government,
safed us wisdom and courage to overcome adversity.Our free
of the charge of assault with a
Holland City State Bank. That
Popham’s colony did not last
WEDNESDAY NIGHT State of Michigan, the
been elected one of the members
institutions have been maintained with no abatementof our
dangerous weapon. The jury retirone had a weather vane above the
faith in them'.
of the executive committeeof the long; the second American Thankstion department, are
ed at 5:00 o’clock; Judge Miles
chimney top and very convenient
The food stores of Holland will tremendous projectsbetween
Michigan State Sunday School As- giving occurred at Plymouth in
sent them to supper at 6:00; they
for
the
members
of
the
Mulder
be open for business Wednesday
In our relationswith other peoples we stand not aloof but
again went into session at 7:00
family to see from whence the sociation at their conventionat 1621. It was then that 55 Pilgrims night, the evening before Thanks- ilton and Allegan. Hiii a
make resoluteeffort to promote international friendshipand,
Saginaw. Note: Mr. Lahuis 8 years
stresses many things aa this n
and reached a verdict shortly bewinds blew. No new rods have been
by the avoidance of discord, to furtherworld peace, prosperity
ago was killed when his motor car surviving out of a company of 100 giving Day, until 9:00 o’clock, giv- to these projects. It is well to
fore 9:00 o’clock.Undoubtedly
installed here in recent years. In
and happiness.
went over a cliff at Bakersfield, astonished Indian onlookers by sit- ing the late purchasers still time Just about where all this work
Knoll will remain in the County
cities today there are so many difCal. His wife, who was with him, ting down to a feast of wild turkey to purchase groceries, baked goods, going on. A great deal of
jail until he is sentenced by Judge
ferent conductors to draw lightning
Coupled with our grateful acknowledgmentof the blessings
meat, fowl or fish for the Thanks- tion of lands is in Heath
Miles. This being his second offrom the sky that the danger is was also found at the bottom of and venison, courageously rejoicing giving holiday.
it has been our privilege to enjoy, we have a deepening sense
the
canyon.
a mile south of Hamilton,
fense, it is mandatory according
minimized. Telephone, light wires,
they had escaped death so far and
of our solemn responsibility
to assure for ourselves and our
Shopping early, however, is still
Clyde
townshipL Manlius, with
to law to send Knoll to a prison
radio
aerials,
high
buildings,
tall
some of them might live through good advice. It relieves the family
descendants a future more abundantin faith and in security.
center around
The largest pumpkin ever to be the coming winter
for no less than two and one half
stacks, wire cables all tap the surman
and
the
lady
of
the
house
brought to Zeeland is in the WilThere is real activitynear
years and no more than seven
plus electric energy from the sky,
In 1689 the Massachusetts genLet us. therefore, on the day appointed,each in his own way,
liam DePree store show window. eral court proclaimeda day of from all shopping worries. But, new Allegan dam. Thera a
and one half years.
but occasionallya chimney gets it.
but together as a whole people,make due expression of our
remember,
all
food
stores,
bake
It weighs 57 pounds and was raised
Knoll has been in the toils of
A recent experience from an un- on
Thanksgivingthat "our harvests shops, meat markets, and kindred fish pond has been bulk by
thanksgiving and humbly endeavor to follow in the footsteps
the farm of Henry G. Ohlman
the law before, having served time,
of AlmightyGod.
usually heavy bolt practicallyput
have not wholly failed, that our places of business will accommo- conservationdepartment; two I
at Beaverdam.
.then was paroled, broke his parIndian enemies have had a check date patrons on Wednesday night. fire tower* in that vicinity can
out of commission the chimney on
be inspected. The new Alls
ole and was sent back and wh;n
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the editor’s home last September.
put upon their designs of blood and
On Thursday all business will dam, which has formed a lake
Bom— To Mr. and Mrs. Bert spoils, and that we have much hope
Prosecutor asked Knoll how often
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
It meant a frightenedneighborhood,
be
closed,the lobby of the Post
College Ave., Holland — a of our God’s yet adding more permiles long and a mile wide, ie
he had been convicted,he stated
a jittery ' family but a fine new Slagh,
Office will be open until 9:00 o'son.
quite a curiosity, a resort
Done at the city of Washingtonthis twelfth day of NovemI do not remember.” Knoll has
fection
to
our
deliverance."
A
cenchimney by the Marsilje agency
clock. There will be no deliveryof
ber, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-six,
being created almost
been in trouble often on minor
• « »
as a reward. Fifty years ago there
tury later PresidentWashingtonin mail in either city or rural, aland
of
the
independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
the
Holland
had
its
first
snow
this
matters besides these, where the
the first National Thanksgiving though collection of mail from box- There Is also a large camp
was
the same antipathy toward
one hundred and sixty-first.
ited by men who work on
police were called in to straighten
proclamation asked Americans to es, so designated,will be made as
lightning rods by some as there fall on Oct. 25. Early enough.
• • »
things out. The man always seems
(Signed)
give thanks to God "for his kind always before 6:00 o’clock Thanks- projectsand it is a small
was against insurance,fire or life.
laborers that is centralised
penitent enough when he leads a
The good old folks felt that acts FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY care and protectionof the people giving Day afternoon.
It is an interesting, short trip
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
o
sober life, but when he uses liquor
of this Country previous to their
of God should not be interfered
motorcar, and what ia more, f
it is another story. The man will
* * *
becominga nation,”for “the great
with by man. This item caused an
AT THE THEATRES
Little Joyce Notier,daughter of
people around here know what Ikj
leave liquor alone for a long time
degree of tranquillity, union and
investigationas to whether there
THANKSGIVING
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Notier, was the
going on, and it would be
and during that period he is in- taken to Holland hospital,where PELLA’S TULIP MAN
plenty
we
have
since
enjoyed,
for
were many lightning rods left in u'oste^s to fourteen of her little
interestingto And out
he was confined for ten days.
dustriousand a good workman.
the peaceable and rationalmanner
TO SPEAK HERE town. The writer could find only
friends on Thursday afternoon,the
At the Holland continuousThurs- visit there.
Victor Hansen testified that he
It is understood that sentencing
in which we have been enabled to
two, the George Trenk home on
day will be next Friday when Judge saw Knoll jab Riemersma.He was
Dr. Irwin Lubbers, president of River Ave., between 12th and 13th occasion l)eing her fifth birthday. establish constitutionsof govern- day, November 26— Irene Dunne
Miss Betty Vander Meulen had ment for our safety and happiness, and Melvyn Douglas in "Theodora whom the land was purchased
Miles will pass on the Knoll case standing in the door between the Central College, Pella, Iowa, will Sts., and the old brick Hummel
two rooms. Jack Knoll in his own speak at the luncheon of the Ex- home on West 8th St., near the charge of the childrenand directed and particularlythe National one Goes Wild!" Scores of 'Movie’ been moved elsewhere and the .
as well as other cases.
defense stated that Riemersmatook change Club at Warm Friend Tav- West Michigan Furniture Co. It them in their games. Mrs. J. Geer- now lately instituted; for the civil magazineswhose staffs know pic- is being developedfor use ae a
a swing at him and in so doing ern. He will also be the guest speak- is a differentstory in the rural lings and Mrs. John Olert assisted and religious liber%withwhich we tures, comment as follows: "Box lie recreationarea — the use'
lost his balance and fell against er at the Century Club Monday districts— there more homes have Mrs. Notier in serving the little are blessed, and for the opportun- Office Smash!” also "The Most which it is believed best suit
ors serving during this term were
The production and
the shears which Knoll was hold- evening. He was formerly on Hope rixls than not. The writer counted guests. The juveniles were all seat- ity we have of acquiringand diffus- Delightful Romantic Team of the
rejected by the defense for one reaIdxife,, not only to be
Year.’ and “Entertainments at its of wile
ing in his hands. The excuse given College’s faculty. Lubbers is the 17 between the "fish ponds” and ed around a long table dimly ing useful knowledge."
son or another. The only man from
Very Best" then "Splendid!’’Au- as game but for visitor*to-i
for having the shears in his hands man who introduceda Tulip Festi- Holland east limits on the old Zee- lighted with candles in order to
this vicinity on the jury was Mr.
History records that faint hearts diences will enjoy it to the utgive a rather grotesque effect to
is receivingclose attention.U*
land highway. Out 16th St. way
B. H. Bowmaster, local business was that he had just been trim- val at Pella,
the little witches dressed in yellow of Washington’s day hesitated to most!
the direction of F. J. Hodge w
—
o
ming
his mustache.
east most homes have them. Inman who lives in Park Township.
obey
the
proclamation,
being
afraid
•
•
•
and black. Pumpkin faces with
life technician, about 200 men
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood and cluded
Officer"Jim" Spruit and Peter
The case opened with Riemersma
of the unknown dangers ahead.
At the new Colonial— Thanks- employed in various types of
Por'
o
as the first witness.On direct tes- Kolean both testified that when family have moved into their newAmong the Puritans there must giving Day: — (continuousperform- life developmentworit. Thi
he
every nook and comer in the
ly
completed
home
on
Lake
Macthey
picked
up
Knoll
at
the
Yelthe Alleuan tracke, ^Warenveld, , dfoing room. It wa8 a real Ha|. have been timid spirits reluctantto
Umony. Riemersma told the jury
ance for the day only)— Double Dr. Glenn W. Bradt, farmatawa, at Waukazoo.
A. Kappenga, B.
.... ......
rejoicein the midst of uncertainthat on the night in question he low Jacket Inn on M-50 that his
Feature:— Philip Huston in "The specialist, and others, the
i DcIIaan,
n. rr n’ ! ^owe’en affair enjoyed to the fullest
Mrs. F . Van Slootcn,J.
ties
and
peril.
And
today
perhaps
came into the barber shop, locat- breath smelled of liquor, and that
Thanksgiving Day “services at James Kappenga, M. J. Maatman, extent by the followingyoungsters many small souls will feel that be- Big Game" also Wheeler and Wool- ment of conservation is co- ,_
Knoll
claimed
not
to
remember
ed on River Avenue near 9th St.,
Maple Avenue church will be held and others. In several instancesthe present:Maxine and Adelaide Koo- cause we have lost some measure sey in “Mummy’s Boys”, a scream ng in various aspects of UmT
which is operated by Knoll. Riem- anything about the affair.
ik
iker, Jean Pelgrim, Beatrice Geerif there ever was one. Also news velopment work.
Thursday at 10 o’clock.
rods are on the barns and not on
ersma is janitor of the hotel buildCornelius Knoll, a nepnew, testilings, Marion Slagh, Barbera Lam- of prosperity, we have nothing left; reels and other features at both
A system of dikes has beak]
the homes. Undoubtedly bams conbecause we cannot see very far the Holland and Colonial Theatres. constructedto control water levels
ing and his duties are to take cart* fied that he heard the “nasty reof the furnace and do other odd mark” made by Knoll to Riemersma rather than in a jail. He stated taining hay and straw when burn- Vulpen, Florence Olert, Cornelia ahead, we must give way to fears.
on some 2,500 acres of marsh hutLj
jobs. He said he went into the and saw Riemersma shake Knoll that in his examination he noticed ing are generallydoomed. It is said Lievense, Margaret DeVries, Ruth Thanksgiving is not for such per- ONLY $83.70 DELINQUENT once a breeding and resting
no
bruises
as
far
as
Jack
Knoll
by
some
rural
folks
that
lightning
sons.
It
never
has
been.
main shop when Knoll made a and ask him what he meant.
Rigterink,Ruth Mary De Mez, Vicfor ducks and geese, but 1 star
TAXES IN FENNVILLE
“nasty remark” to which he took He stated that he then saw Knoll was concerned and apparently rods are still being sold to farmers tor and Joyce Notier. Little Joyce
This Thanksgivingis for men
there was no sign of appendicitis. since it is reflectedin a slightly
exceptions.Riemersma grabbed follow Riemersma to the rear room
The jury was given the case at lower rate with certain types of Notier was the recipientof many and women of courage and of faith
Business conditionsin Fennville
Knoll by the shoulders, he testi- and he had a pair of scissors in
who are sensibleof the fact that are good, according to the tax re5:00
o’clock and in the charge, companies.Whether this is true pretty and useful gifts.
fied, and warned him not to make his hand. He said that Riemersma
although our harvest in agriculture
port filed with the county treasurer large flocks of ducks and 1
such a remark. He said Knoll had and Knoll were not in the room Judge Miles gave five different ver- the News does not know. Of course,
The Hblland-St.Louis Sugar Co. and our industry and commerce, by Robert Warren, Fennville vil- have already made use of the
dicts that the jury could bring in- in the rural districts there are not
a pair of barber shears in his hand long when both came running out.
received 168 cars of beets over the while for a time through stressful lage treasurer.Only $87.30 in de- flooded ponds.
simple assault;assault
and battery;
at the time.
He said he did not see the stab- assault with a dangerous weapon; so many outlets for electricityas in Pere Marquette railroad between years were retarded, we must re- linquent taxes remainedto be colExtensive plantings of aqtukie
di
the more densely populated 'cities.
Riemersma said he then left bing.
Saturday and Monday morning. member that they did not wholly lected for the coming year for the vegetationsuitabletor duck foods
assault
to
do
great
bodily
harm
The
hurried
search
for
rods
shows
Knoll and went through the back
Dr. Vande Velde was called to
Most of them came from South fail; and while destructive economic entire village, according to his re- have been made and another ytor
room, down into the basement to testify and stated that Riemers- less than the crime of murder; and something else, namely that the
forces for a time did have a check
Chicago and from around St. Joe.
port. Water collections are also I should find a good population of
not guilty.
aerials for radios are about as nufix the furnace. He came up the ma had been at his office at 7:40
upon them, there is the sunshine of
• • *
running above normal, says Mr. ducks breeding in the flooded
John
Dethmers, Prosecuting At- merous in both city and country as
stairs and saw Jack Knoll standing in the evening and that he found
hope ahead that augurs added perUpland game also is
torney, appeared for the people a chimney on a house; few houses
Sunday a beautifulshining brass fection to our deliverancefrom the Warren.
near some coats which were hang- a wound in his left side about an
attention,Dr. Bradt says. L
and Attorney Carl Hoffman of Al- are without. Coming to think of it, cross was presented to Grace
ing in the rear. This room was inch and a quarter long. He statdepression that laid its hand heavThe Rev\ J. A. Roggcn, pastor of the spring and early summer of Mwl
legan represented Jack Knoll.
who ever heard of a house with a church by the church school. At ily upon the nation a few years
dark , Mr. Riemersma said, and as ed that he thought the wound serthe First Reformed church of Ham- current year, approximately18$J
Riemersma
was
confined in Hol- lightning rod being struck by the presentation the rector,Rev. ago.
he attempted to pass Knoll to get ious enough to take Riemersma to
food patches totaling 106 acr
land Hospital for ten days follow- lightning, anyway? To tell the M. L. Tate, blessed the cross and
out of the door, Knoll, he claimed, Holland Hospital. There it was
The nation as a whole has oh so ilton preached his farewell ser- were planted. The largest fo
ing the scissors affair, however, is truth we have not.
mon
Sunday
afternoon
before a
special
holy
communion
sendees
made a pass at him. He, Riemers- found that the wound extended
much to be thankful for when we
patch comprisedabout five aa
were held.
• • »
ma, turned quickly as he believed through the chest wall. Dr. Vande now out of danger and has been
compare our lot with war-torn na- capacity crowd. Rev. Roggen re- and the smallestabout a half
• • •
discharged.
cently accepted a call to Maurice.
Knoll meant to stab him danger- Velde also testified that he saw
tions elsewhere. Despite a drought, Ia.
Cyrus G. Luce, the Republican
Food patches were planted in s_
Jack Knoll was confined in the
Some milk dealers at Zeeland the harvest is still abundant.Inously His turning made the blow Knoll later that evening, being
farmer governor,” was elected in
groups adjacent to good coverTHH
Ottawa
County
jail after being
land on his left side, piercing his called by the police to examine
Holland by 46 majority.G. J. Diek- have cut the price of milk to 8c ventive genius has given rich and
Thirty-five men and 10 trucks whole unit being consideredaa otMi
bound over to Circuit Court by
side.
Jack Knoll for appendicitis,since Justice Galien when he failed to ema was defeated in Holland for per quart. Note: Yes! But that poor alike advantages that kings resumed work on the Park town- large food patch. Some of thi
was
15
years
ago!
did not have a half century ago.
He stated he ran to the office of Knoll claimed he had tremendous
state representativeby 29 votes.
patches were planted to a
• • •
Our children have the advantage of jhip airport located west of Hol- crop, such as com; others
Dr. Vande Velde and was later pain and should be in a hospital post a bond of $5,000 for his ap- Jan Roost, from a pioneer family,
pearance.
park road, on
opposed him on the fusion ticket
Cupid’s plans for a wedding on education as is found in no other
Monday. According to Park town- to a mixture of plants.
composed of the Democrats and Armistice Day when Miss Nellie nation on this globe. Science has ship, a sum of $5,000 has been reDuring the currentfall, 116 aent
Knights of Labor. Diekema won in Siersma was to become a bride been instrumental in alleviating
have been planted to rye and vetch*1:
leased
to
provide
for
the
completthe county, however, by 200 votes. were cut short when the prospec- sufferersfrom malignant diseases
None of these food patches has
!°n ^ the WPA job. Lumber is to
Arie Woltman, Republican Candi- tive bride was taken with appendi- and have curbed pestilence that in be deliveredfor the doors to the been less than three acres, nor more
date for sheriff
over citis shortly before and was rushed yesteryeartook heavy toll. The list hangar the only unfinished part than 10 acres in extent
Joe Verplanke, "Fusion,” by to Holland hospital where an oper- of blessingsthat we enjoy are end- of the building. The runways will Census work is being carriedon
126 votes in Holland. Woltman de- ation was found imperative. The less, and what is more, we can still
also be completed. Additional mon- over many parts of the area t* .
feated Verplanke in the county by operation was successful but the serve Almighty God — from whom
ey will be sought to further im- And out present game populations I
1400 votes. Verplanke had been the nuptials will have to be postponed these blessings come — according
and in order to determine the ef<ti
prove the air-port through grading
Democratic sheriff and is still liv- until a later date. She * is the to the dictates of our own con
fects of the development work
and
adding
of
another
runway.
science.
ing and is over 90 and a fine Chris- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
these populations.
o
The
annual
review
of
material
Siersma.
tian gentleman.
A herd of deer, estimated
Among those from Holland who
gains locally show that we have
number between 360 and 600* j
attended
the
auto
show
in
Grand
much to be thankful for from a
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
roams the Allegan county project
Mrs. Abraham Van Zanten, mothmunicipal standpoint.There are Rapids Friday were Junior Van
er of Alex Van Zanten of the few communities in the nation Faasen, Arnold Appledorn,Evert area. Since this portion of the
TODAY
state is not open to deer huutinc^
People's State Bank, passed away
•
where the financial balance and Klemjans, Chuck Dykema and the expected increase in this hard
Luke Lugere, Gerrit W. Kooyere at the age of 64 at Graafschap. credit stand so high. The review James Zwier.
may prove a vexing problem
and H. Lenters have formed a part- Her mother, Mrs. B. Vinkemulder, shows that our industrialbetterauthorities interested in and
nership for the purpose of selling died a few weeks before at the age ment and constantlyaugmented ac
Mrs, Marinus H. De Fouw was
charge of the project in the n
of 83 years.
real estate. They will have offices
tivitieshere have crystallizeda the hostess Friday afternoon at a
o
future, Bradt says. The herd ia
over the Lokker Rutgers clothing
spirit of confidencein all commer- miscellaneousshower given in honlargest in the southern half of
Mrs. B. Vos entertaineda group cial cirdes-and that is indeed re- or of Mrs. Clarence De Fouw who
store. The name will be Holland
lower peninsula and both the d
Real Estate and Exchange Agency. of friends,lasct Monday evening, at assuring.These blesainjrs cannot before her marriage in Denver, on
and the area itself, located in
her home in Zeeland. The evening help but reflect in the wefi-beingof Nov. 3, was Miss Betty Steinmetz,
region under intensive farm
each
and
every
one.
was
spent
socially
and
refreshof that city. Her husband, Clar- fruit growing, have become
The big barn of Henry J. KleinHere too, we have a center of ence De Fouw was formerly of
heksel of Overisel was burned. The ments wre served. Guests included
curiosities. It is not an unc.
ismentai ana
and tdrsnee
advance educaeduca Denver but now of Holland. They
loss was $3,000. The blaze was Mrs. John Vander Veer of Hol- fundamental
sight to see deer in Allegan
tion rarely
rare! found
'
in one eonmunity.
land,
Mrs.
M.
Keller,
Miss
W.
Waltheir
home
on
West
caused by the explosion of a lanWe can feel very gratefulfor this, 18th St. The shower served as a ty, even along the trunk linw?
tern. Six horses were burned as cott, Mrs. Otto Bosma and Mrr.
Progress is being made on
it is given the youth of the reception for Mrs. De Fouw. The
George
Zwiers
of
Zeeland
well as three cows, one calf and
eommunitv the advanUge of rain- rooms were decorated in the fall constructionof a large fial
ing knowledgeright at home cov- motif of brown and gold. The pond in Allegan county
DAVIDSON SPEAKER AT
Mr. and Mrs. Covert Van Zant- ering a broad scone.
stream improvement work,
of honor was presented with trary to customary
HAVEN ROTARY wick who hunted deer on Drum- Transcending all material bless- guest
many lovely gifts.
mond Island this year were to ar- ings is the fact that we are abunding the development of
— o
Dr. Thomas W. Davidson pastor rive this afternoon with a 200 pound
projects, neither
antly equipped with facilities that
Jack French, son of Mrs. J. D.
It lake* real hunting and real marksmanship to stalk and bring down an antelope at 300
of Hope Church, Holland cle:
buck, trophy of Mr. Van Zant- enter into our spiritual needs. Nois prohibited
man, was the speaker last nifhi
t wick's. Former undersheriff Mar.*re£ if ujid1erw®nt, *n operation open
yard* but Herman Prina, Larry Kolb, Dr. Cheater F. Sulkera and Edward Landwehr,Holland
where is the Christian Church so at
Holland
hospital,
Sunday
noon.
aven vin Den Herder and son, Marvin, well providedas in thia vicinity.On
ect,
•portamen, proved that Michigan hunters can make good in a big way ahooting big game in
Ro- Jr., each returnedwith a buck.
this day of Thanksgivingit ia,
_ JHHI )their They hunted near Newberry. Bert therefore,our privilegeand duty
[he^
Wyoming. The etory of their hunting trip, their dangerouaahooting the rapida in a tcow ia told
husbands. Tap dancing by Connie Sybesma of Holland, in the Den
gan coi
to
gather
in
these
Temples
of
worand pictured in thia iaaue on the first page of eection two-turn to it.
Anderson and quartette selections Herder party, brought back a ship and "praise God from Whom pids spent Sunday with her uarwere also on the program.
huge black bear.
all blessingsflow.
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Holland Hunters Bring Down Antelope From Wyoming
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Th« “Willin*Workers” of

many beautifulgifts. Games were .
your old feather Feather Renovation well done—
played with prizes going to Misses
83 East 14th St, Holland— Phone
Alms Dear, Althea Warmelink, Bet- ^Pbone 424P8illOWi~*3Eut 14th 4248.
Members of the Holland Exchange ty Kalkman and Geneva Cook. A
club who participatedin the char- two-eourse luncheon was served, QUICK CASH— Loan* $25 to $800. FOR SALE:— Ford car, Model A,
ter night program of the newly Dr. W. J. Van Kersen, secretary
- UvMtock- Furniture. 1980. Good condition. Cheap for
organizedExchange club in the of the Reformed ohurch house,
Holland Loan Association,over cash. Rev. J. A. Roggen, Hamilton,
Wm. M. Ferry hotel, Wednesdayapoke in two Reformed churches Olliei Sport Shop.
Mich.
night, were Pierre Vinet, Milton in Detroit, Sundav, and on Monday
E. Burr, Prof. A. E. Lampen, Ja- went on to Philadelphia,expecting
cob Fris and C. C. Wood. Others to return to Hollsnd Wednesday,
from the
duh wwe Wft- MUt Miriam Moon of Grand Ranphell, Albert Klels, Char- p
liam Campbell,
nj^ gpent fa week end at the
lea Van Zylen and Alex Van Zan- f[
ome of Mr. and Mra. William
ten. Approximately75 Exchange- Brouwer on East 14th St
It,, from Holland, Grand Rapid. C>H, Vui)tT Ht#„, o{ H(>IUnd
Coraer 8th and River
and Muskegon were present
Holland
has gone to Florida to spend the
the nrogram. Pierre Vinet of the
local club presentedthe charter
Herm Derks of Holland attended
to the Grand Haven president Mil60c
_____ ________
29c

the

Drenthe ChristianReformed church
and the Drenthe Community Band
will presenta joint program in the

Drenthe Christian Reformed
Church, Thursdayevening, December 3rd. at 7:30 o’clock, 8:00 o’clock Holland time.
The
program
follows: Colleq
le pr
____________
____ _
tion Of Hymns; “Normal” (march)
Band. “Sheltered Rock” reading,

idling ami dnnl(nig ma^cifTf
ttomach full bux ibf purse empty."

NOVEMBER
W«»h in| ton
Thankixmnc D*y

cele-

brated

17W.

for firet time.

1134.

SB-First German airplane
raid on London, ten injured, 1916.

SB— Byrd is the first man to fly
over the South Pole. 1929
Samuel Clemen* (Mark
Twain), treat humorist,
bom. 1S35.

DECEMBER
1— First picture* sent across
the Atlanticby cable.1924.

2—

1116.

NEWS

[OLLAND CITY

"for _

Hoi-

Mrs. Fidel Bell, 79 former
SSfanSS^E^ol
land resident died Friday at the tart
wlra
ten
were s^rised
surprised hT?
by a rwun
group of
home of her son, Harry Bell, in
old achoolmasten last Tuesday
old
Jackson after an illness of about
evening in celebration of their goldthree weeks. Funeral services were
Most of
held Monday at the Dykstra Fun- en wedding anniversary.
•nnlvervl^a
eral home followed by burial in ^0’LPr7'C,nt.WerVbet'',T".7L“
Pilgrim
terv .She
She is
th® 0,deat
in. Home cemetery.
I. 80
ur i
Shel
SlTcf
and Arthur]
H-rr«
.....
a. were
a .t*Dwere sung
8Un* of
01 the
the little
mtIe fronUer
frontier
Harrrv nnd L«vii of
of Jackion
schoolhouse as
SOn,, l-CU
Fed MJVU,
BaU^Harlem^foor^nfC
far
Psalms. Several poema were wrltters, Mrs. T
;he
Grand Rapids,n&rsVa Arthur"1
OCCMion- Mra-

™
teVlM'
years

teelZ;
Af

StLt

aa Second Class Matter at tkt Geraldine Roelofs, Bernard Ter
efftre at Holland, Mich., under the act
Haar, Albert Schreur, Ray HunderCeacrns. March Ird. 1ST*.

Ursd

RUFUS ROSE MARIONETTE

CO.

The Rufus Rose Marionettes wi!
There will be two parts to the
Saxophones:Louise De Kline, present a program at the Hollam program. The main feature will
Jean Nyenhuis, GertrudeBrower. High School Auditorium Thurs be the play Stevenson’s Treasure
Trombones: John Brower, Har- day, December third at 8 P. M Island. After the intermission a
vey Ter Haar, Earl Brower, Ray- This program is sponsored by thi Variety Program will be presented
Holland Teachers' Club.
includingTogo, the World’s famous
mond Van Dam.
These entertainersplayed at the Clown, Fred Astaire and Ginger RoBaritones:John Van Rhee, Henhuge amphitheatre at the 1933 Cen- gers. World's greatest dance team.
ry Brower.
Basses: Gerrit Brower, Lucas tury of Progress Exposition and Paddy Roughski, the Puppet Pianlast spring they were highly suc- ist, Oscar, the Trained Seal; Sonja
Dozeman, Adrian Timmer.
Altos: Ray Roelofs,Jacob New- cessful1 here during Tulip Time. We Heine. InternationalFigure Skathouse, Benujamin Schreur, Henry shall now be able to see thorn in ing Champion and Flote — The
a full show.
Greatest Puppet Trapese Artist.
Mast.
man.

HOPE CHURCH
The Young Peoples’ Fellowship
,,Mb of Holland will hold a public
ice Thanksgiving Day evening

7:30 hi the Hope Reformed
burch. Mr. Rev. McCoy Bynum
Alabama will be the guest

1

Iter. Special music

will be fur-

shed by the Girl’s Sextet; the
keener Instrumental Quartet; A
Drums: Marinus De Kline, Alitar duet; and vocal solo by
Looman. The public is in- fred Wiggers, James Ter Haar.
Officers: Pres., Henry Brower,
Sec., Louise De Kline, Treas., Ray
Roelofs— Bert Brandt, director.
!D $54. JAILED

«•'

FOR TIPSY DRIVING

‘ to 10 days in the county
and given a fine and costs of
L15 Friday by Justice John
of Holland on a charge of
driving following a plea of
ty. An additionalterm of 60
was decreed in the event Voss
not pay the fine by the end
- the 10-day sentence.
Melvin Newhouse, 21, of Grand
b, was fined $5 in Justice
olas Hoffman’s court, Holland,
"ing his arrest by the state
on a charge of parking a
on the highway at the scene
« an aeddent near West Olive re-

Born to Mr. and Mra. John Huy•er of Borculo, a boy.

C.

32

t Iba. 25c

W.

8th

—

a
vS?
‘f'*'

SL

HOSPITAL COTTON
35c HILLS NOSE DROPS
LB.

»1.50

o

3

* 1.

22c

TRI-POINT— 2$%

.

7-oz. can

10c

SALAD DRESSING
vegetable

SUGAR .

BROWN

2

.

lbs.

5c

[SPICE CAKE MIX, Duff’s 14-oz. pkz. 22c
Golden Bantam — Cream Style

.

CORN

.

No

2 can 15c

CAMPBELL’S

But whatever happens between now and Spring,

TOMATO JUICE
TOMATO SOUP

bores the coal

2H5c

VANILLA-LEMON

PUREEXTRACTSl

2-oz. bottle

19c

see you through with comfort ease
and economy. You will tike Hs great heating ability;
its dean-burning, practicallyBootless performance;the
remarkable way it holds fire, tt is QUALITY coal, at
a price that will please you. To save on heating
costs, and on cleaning costs, barge into Winter with
your bin brimming full of
to

GINGERALE-UME RICKEY

CANADA DRY

2 bottles 25c

MICHIGAN GREEN TIPS

iGUS
unpitted

MANHATTAN
Uimtni

.

no. 2 can 19c

e^H
until i

-

from Holland
UP

* Representative
Station-to-StationRates
Night* and Sundays

ANN ARBOR
ADRIAN .......................

............................

............

BATTLE CREEK

$

...........

.45

.................

45

0. *. fatrai

sale containedin said mortgage
and the
anu
me statute
siaiuie in suen
such case maue
made

35

95
Y ...........................................

N.

CHICAGO,

ILL

DETROIT

..............................
.......................

40

..............................
...............

50

CHEBOYGAN

65

.............................
................

..............................
40
CADILLAC ......................

FLINT

45

............................
..............................

...........................35
JACKSON ........................
MILWAUKEE, WIS ....................................35

MIAMI, FLA

NILES

2.25

..........................
...................

35

............................

........................
....

KALAMAZOO .............................................35
................
1.35
NEW YORK, N. Y ...........

PETOSKEY

.....................

....................

55

SAGINAW .................................................. 40
.................. 55
PORT HURON ................

Nomsd Woman.’

OWOSSO

.....

..

.................

Thomas Store*-J2 W.

.

..

.........................

..........................

3.50

..................

40

TRAVERSE CITY .......................................45
PONTIAC ........................ .....................50

62c
8th 8t.

SKDril’0.— ortilrur'cDmpiiir lit],

—

freperfy

mere*,

THMUS
STOKES
Street

Holland, Michigan

le

School.

Rates to other points are correspondingly
low. Ask "Long Distance**.
*

The above representativestation-to-station
rates are for the first 3-minute talking period.

They are in effect every night from 7 p. m.
until 4430 a. m. Also from 7 p. m. every
Saturday night until 4430 a. m. Monday.

^

A. Leenhout*

Bar, Near and Threat
Special*
Time, the undersigned will, at the
4*wimi front
North
nunc door
uuur ui
of the
uw uuun
Court _
Model Drag Store)
House in the city of Grand
Hoera: 9-7 a.
2-5 p. m
Michigan, sell at public auction to f?«l»»ir*--latBrday7:00 to 9:00
Rea. I77»
the highest bidder the premises honee: Office
described in said mortgage for a
sum sufficient to pay the principal and interest, together with al
WANTED
interest and legal coats and charg
LOUIS PADNOS

...

_

m.

Haven,

411$

--------

(Met

(ins for fsraect. letter or frsfe.

slew WASHED Meilettee

ter reifta.

of

1-iSK

a

gsM jms

Holland,
0lUw* Count’r'IM
Michigan.
Dated: This 21st day of November, A. D. 1986.

PEOPLES STATE BANK,

Van Alsburg Goal Go.

lIPHOMI CO.
MicHie*1*

Standard

the afternoon,
afternoon,
______
Eastern _______

as
3 lbs. 25c

4

..............................
............

BUFFALO,

I’nWe
,® HEREBY GIVEN *"kRlmrAvtdn.«,jrni«bCb
that by virtue of the power ol
c8t Jb

...Hi* "slad-io-heat-you"COAL

4sft ea

Eighth

HIS1®

having been institutedto recover Watch and Clock repairing at
the moneys secured by said mort- reasonable prices. Prompt service.
.

16c
gc

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

3 no. 2 cans 25c

Sweet, Tender Fancy Odessa

PEAS

28c

......................................

guages during visits to other lands
to study customs and folk loreTbr
his books and lectures. Ludwin will
reveal “The Boudoir Secrets of the

24 ft lb. 8k

rS“iS"3 .TS

.

ZZ

.................................
2 for

KEN L RATION

IMG

,ir.”

WifaWy

29c

lb.

14e

HI.

MORE OIL

MIUKIfcNlNG, pure

PUTNAM DYES

g for i7C

_

Default having been made in the
conditions of a certain mortgage
signed and executed by John Van
leigh’s, Dept. MCK-105-SB.,FreeDyk and Fenny Van Dyk, his wife, POrt,
p.3t48.
mortgagors, to the Peoples State
Bank, of Holland* Michigan,a
FOR SALE
corporation, on the 12th day of
Acre lots or leas. Located on the
September, A. D. 1935, which said Northeast side of Holland on the
mortgage was recorded in the ofBeaatifnI view of
fice of the Register of Deeds for Holland Some of the lots are
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
wooded. If you are
24th day of September,,A. D. 1935 thinking of building, here is an
in Liber 154 of Mortgages, on page ideal spot. Urge lots, reasonable
167, on which mortgage there is price. See Ed Scott on the propclaimed to be due at the time of erty.
this notice for principal and in- WANtfeb:-For Night Worlcterest the sum of Two Thousand CanshU

FIRE ROASTED

P1MIENT0S

......

Also Guest Contributor Leonard
Ludwin has mastered twelve lan-

C.

MORTGAGE SALE
4-oz.

.

“

....

98c

the

Hard Wheat.
Expires Feb. 23

MUSHROOMS

...........

.................

16c
LB.

a

j.r 15c

PANrv SLICED
Rt.irim
FANCY

I

_

a gift. A two-course
lunch was served.
Miss Althea Warmelink, a brideto-be was the guest of honor at
a miscellaneous shower given by
the Misses Helene Streur and Loie
De Koster, Thursday evening at
the Streur home, 24 West 24th St.
Mias Warmelink was presentedwith

OLIVESMC
6m.

...................................
! ................

".p

Dykema with

“ISklKUOc
- 22c Stugpd S.lad Oliv,

2ic

...........................

Pel"

„

I

Pumpkin Pie Spice, 2-oz. Package 7c

0litt«-

.

.....

23c

........

-

--

PICKLES‘’S'ifpX",“»“27c
WALNUTS STg.,"0' k 22c
25c

ftp*

........................... .

......... . ...........

....

-

FFOODI

RAISINS

4Sc

...............

LUX SOAP
.
EX LAX ......................................
60c KOLYNOS TOOTH PASTE

NEWS

I

.

26c

THOMAS STORES

PUMPKIN

KALOR BAK

10c

.

I

.....

'?”f|0,‘h* 1i?“

‘"d C*rl bv ‘MrifK *). ’woltam.'Tb/’j!
H. Rutgers read an article that she
Applicationfor marriage li- composed. Gerrit Heneveld gave
censes have been receivedfrom the , britf ulk
he presented the
following at the county clerk . of- couple with a gjft from
u
flee Rudolph Hof, 23 Ho land, .nd also offered prayer It the
and Josephme Fanno, 20 Holland; ci08e 0f the evening Besides the
William Dykens.JO Holland and immediate
immediate families
familiesthose
those present
present in
in
Janet Rutgers, 28, Holland; John eluded Mr. and Mra. Gerrit HenPraasterink, 25, Allendale, and eveld, Mr. and Mn. George KlomMary Wolbrink, 23, Allendale; parens, Henry Lugers, William
Nick Kragt, 27, Holland, and Mar- Lubbers, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lugen,
garet Hartgerink, 28, Holland.
John Lambers and G. J. Rutgers.
Mr. Roy C. Beardslee and Mr.
Ray Phillips of Dowagiac motored
”!
in Denmark. ‘"d

NOXEMA CREAM

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
TO DOMESTIC MISSIONS

-

Aly.

--------

»"•

H.ruon

.

—

?ATES-N«w Crop
ThMua Stores —

dren; thr« brother.,H.n.

76c

to Holland Saturday and were
A Thanksgiving Day
guests at the home of Mrs. BeardsZEELAND
Radio Treat
iee’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Mulder, 79 W. 15th St. Mrs. BeardsMiss Muriel De Witt was guest lee returned to her home in DoThe sum of $500 has just been of honor at a shower Tuesday eve- wagiac after a two-weeks’visit
Stuff your Thanksgivingturkey
paid to the Women’s Board of Do- ning at the home of Mrs. Russell
with her parents and sister, Miss two days before roaating so the
HUDSONVILLE CHURCH
mestic Missions of the Dutch Re- Looman in Zeeland. Hostesseswere
meat will be thoroughly flavored
Lucile Mulder.
formed Church. This was a be- Mrs. Jake Schaap and Mrs.' Ix>oThe Calvary Quartet of Grand quest made in the will of Sarah man. Games were played through- The 16-inch slab wood used by with sage and onion, is the advice
of Della Thompson Lutes, cooking
the U. S. army for both stove wood
Rapids will render special music C. Messler-Brickleyof W'hitehouse
Sunday evening, Nov. 29, in the to the Kentucky Mountain Mission out the evening and many prizes and camp fires last summer at expert, and author of many books
were awarded. A two-course lunch Pearl and East Saugatuckand left including
......“The Country Kitchen”
HudsonvilleCommunity Church. Work, because her nephew, the Rev.
was served cafeteriastyle.
behind after the army moved out and “A Book of Menus and
The pastor, C. M. Beerthuis will Isaac Messier of Meadow, TennesA list of the invited guesis in- of the territoryin August is being Recipes”,which were published
bring the message. Service begins see, was for a number of years in
cluded Mrs. Mart Kaat, Miss Dod- transferred to Holland and stored this fall.
at 7:15 p. m.
charge of the Missions Stations in
"The old-fashionedThanksgiving
othy Kaat, Mrs. John Jelsema, on the old Ottawa Furniture comKentucky.
Mrs. Melvin Jelsema, Mrs. John J. pany yards on River Ave. The wood dinner is made up of smells, alA Mr. and Mrs. R. Snow of Zeeland were visitedby the stork on SCOUT EXECUTIVESTO HOLD Jelsema, Carolyn Jelsema, Mrs. was donated by the war department most as much as of taste”, said
John Waalkes, Mrs. C. Vander to the Michigan WPA, which in Mrs. Lutes who talked about
Friday, the 13th dav of NovemHOLLAND MEET DEC. 4
Jagt, Mrs. Glenn Newton, Mrs. Al- turn allottedit to Ottawa county “Thanksgiving Dinners” on the
ber, bringing a daughter. The litbert De Witt, Sr., Mrs. C. Dom- REA, according to Miss Deborah “Heinz Magazine of the Air” protle one is not worrying about the
Holland has been chosen as the bos, Mrs. H. Kamp, Mrs. Gilbert Veneklasen, county REA director. gram, yesterday.
date.
meeting place for Michigan and Drew, Mrs. C. Groendahl, Mrs. Al- Although some of the wood has
“There are only two real oldIndiana scout executivesof region bert De Witt, Jr., and Mrs. Mart already been given out to relief fashioned Thanksgiving dinners,
ANNOUNCEMENT
seven. The meeting will be held De Witt, all of Grand Rapids; Mrs. clients most of it will be reserved one is the roast pig with an apple
Dec. 4 and will be presidedover by Everett Prins of Muskegon, Mrs. to tide over the colder weather, she in his month, his friend the turnip
standing by him to the very last,
Our manufacturingfurrier,Mr. D. M. Ramsey, regional scout ex- Henry’ De Witt, Miss Verna De said.
Witt, Mrs. Harold Schaap, Mrs.
H. B. Wonk, at our store Tuesday ecutive, Chicago.Executives from
Dr. William Masselink, who has and the other, a roast turkey
Battle Creek, Lansing, Muskegon, Donald Schaap, Mrs. Henry Looner. In fact, at our home, if we
and Wednesday,Nov. 24 and 25th. Grand Rapids, St. Joseph, Elkhart, man and the guest of honor of been giving his illustratedtraveloges in many communties in had roast pig we had roast turkey
Sale of entire line.— Rose Cloak Ind.; and South Bend, Ind., will be Holland.
western Michigan, expects to pre- also. Mashed potatoes, steamed
Store. East Eighth Street, Holland. in attendance.
Bom, to Mr. and Mrs. Gerard sent his travelogues illustrating squash, boiled onions, cramberries,
Francis J. Geiger, former Otta- Vanden Boech at the Zeeland hosscenes in The Netherlands, Ger- grape and current jelly, pickled
wa county executiveand now pital, a son, Lee Allen; to Mr. and many,
and Switzerland to Holland pears, cucumber pickles, mince and
executive at Elkhart, Ind., will be Mrs. R. Snow, Michigan St., a
and Zeeland audiences some time pumpkin pies completes a typical
daughter;to Mr. and Mrs. John
among the visitors.
Thanksgiving dinner”, according
during the early winter.
Allegan and Ottawa counties Scholten,Jr., residing three miles
The
NationalUnion for Social to Mrs. Lutes.
have reunited for the purpose of east of Zeeland, a daughter;Mr.
Justicewill give a cai’d party and
better promotion of Scouting and Mrs. Cornelius Hoppen, Zut- refreshments to night, Tuesday at Highlightson guest speakers
FINEST SELthroughout the area. Final details phen, a son, Donald Lee, Friday,
“Heinz Magazine of the Air” 67
the Labor Hall.
ECTION OF
of the merger were completed at a November 13. Mrs. Hoppen, before
StationsCBS Network Monday,
Funeral rites for Klaas Cook, 79,
her
marriage,
was
Miss
Henrietta
joint
Executive
Board
meeting
on
HOLIDAY
Wednesday and Friday, 11 A. M.
Veneklasen, the daughter of Mr. of Zutphen were held at 1:30
November 12 at Holland.
E. S. T. Rebroadcast to the west at
FOODS,
o’clock
Saturday
afternoon
and
at
and Mrs. Bert J. Veneklasenof
3 P. M. E. S. T.
FRUITS,
2 o’clock at the Zutphen Christian
The marriageof Miss Elizabeth West Main St.
Nov. 25, It’s gotten so celebrities
NUTS, CANAbout twenty members of the Reformed church. Burial was in are asking credit for what they
Leegstra,daughter of Mrs. L
the
Zutphen
cemetery.
Surviving
Intermediate
C.
E.
Society
of
SecLeegstra of Zeeland, and Edward
NED FOODS,
haven’t accomplished.Douglas GilZuidema, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. ond Reformed Church enjoyed a are five sons: Edward and Herman
BAKING
bert, veteran newspaperman and
Zuidema of Holland, was solemn- chicken dinner in the church re- of Grand Rapids, Henry of Forest dramatic critic of the New York
NEEDS,
ized Tfcursdayevening
ly e
at the home cently. Election of officerstook Grove, Bert of Zutphen and Nick
SPICES,
of Zeeland; three daughters: Mrs. World-Telegram, wants to be
of D. Leegstra in Hudsonville.The
PICKLES,
J.
Haverman, Lynden, Wash.; Mrs. known as a writer who has never
ceremony was performed by the
OLIVES
Bert Bosma, Grand Rapids; Mrs. published a book or writen a play.
Rev. H. E. Oostendorp of Zeeland.
It was during six years of teachAND COFThe bride wore a gown of dark Betty Wyn garden, secretary; and R. Nyehuis of Zeeland; 30 grand- ing at the University of Alabama
FEE. ALL AT
Dekker, treasurer.
green crepe with velvet trim. Miss Randall
------------------ Miss children;21 greatgrandchildren;a that Oarl Carmer, author, dramatic
SUBSTANJohanna Leegstra and Cornelius Joyce Den Herder favored wtih a sister, Mrs. H. Wiers of James critic and lecturer, was inspiredto
TIAL SAVZuidema attended the couple.Miss piano solo and Miss Dorothy Bou- town.
write “Stars Fell on Alabama” and
INGS!
Alice Zuidema, sister of the groom, wens recited a Thanksgiving poem.
the “Deep South.” “Most folks like
played
“Love’s
Paradise”
as
the A peanut hunt and other games
SOCIETY
stories abojut their own neck of the
STORE OPwere
enjoyed.
ig
process
ic
wedding processional.Rooms were
EN WED.
woods,” sap Carmer, who will talk
decorated with a color scheme of
A farewell surprise party was on “Little Town Legends”as guest
EV’G.
green, yellow and white. A twoAlbert De Groot of Loveland held for Miss Evelyn Dykema at commentatoron the “Heinz Magacourse lunch was served after the Colorado,spent three weeks at Zee- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
zine of the Air,” Nov. 25th.
ceremony and a receptionwas held. land visiting his sister-in-law, Mrs. Vos, 97 West 19th St. last Wednes• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Zuidema will make A. Vereeke, at her home on Main day evening. The Dykema family
Nov. 27— Ida M. Tarbell,dean of
O Inn em an
_ _ A
A .
their home in Holland at 255 Lin- Street and with his nephew and
— — _ _--------- - ... a men can women authors, now apcoln ave. Mr. Zuidema is employed niece, Mr. and Mrs. Henry SmalleDenver. The evening was spent' in proaching the age of eighty, is in
at the Baker Furniture Co.
gan, in Holland.
*eing won by Clar- the midst of wnting three novels.
playing games being
ence Van Liere, Frieda Vander In a broadcast of Nov. 27th
Veen, Bill Beckman and Melvin Miss Tarbell will tell radio audi
Sjaarda. The group presented Miss
on

Rein Voss, 67, of Holland, was

—

Cole

c«iSSt gjE,

vin Newhouse, Sophia Van Dam,

(Established1872)

MEADSPABLUM

the Northweatern- Notre Dame

John Brower, Clifford Lanning, Peter Karsten. Trumpets: Juclla
Van Dam, Jarvis Van Rhee, Bernard Schreur.
Clarinets: Lois Lanning, Willis
Timmer, Hudson Nyenhuis,Mar-

America'sfirstsavings
bank o^ens at Philadelphia.
e*>‘

Drug Store

Peck’s

Gertrude Brower. “Little Grey
Church" Serenade; Dutch Psalm
No. 42, Band. “Two Builders” (recitation), Theresa Sluiter.“Paradise Isle” (selection)DeLamater;
“Mutual” (march) Bennett, Band.
"Father Lead Me By Thy Hand’,
(quartet), Joan Roelofs, Grace
Brower, Marie Podding, Nella De
KHna "The Light tHouse Bell”
Holmes; “Dutch Chorale, Metcalf,
Band. ‘ In The Palace Of The King’’
(dialogue).Collection Of Hymns,
Band. A collection will be taken,
the proceeds to go to missions.
Band Personnel: Cornets: Clarence Brower, Willard Timmer,

27— Chkafo lets firsthorsebeck ooce-e-weekmail.

30-

Ho^

Mortgagee.

Lokker and Den Herder,
Attorneysfor Mortgagee,
Biuiineii Address:
Holland,

Eut

8th

St

jb
Holland

RJ.HACULLBX
D.C,Pk&
CHIROPRACTOR
HoUaad City State

BwWu3T.il
ui.:

$-5 & 7-8 o.m.

,|U

Zl

n:"

il
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LOCAL NEWS

at the Beechwood school.
John Nyhof, nee Etta Smith, were
8888 ovens so arrangedthat the con- tial to the more dainty. The decor- shop which he has named, Tri- Chicago, expert bakers, have been
The 40-piece American Legion announced as receivedby the local “DUTCH- VANDER 8CHEL
fections to be baked are placed on ations and ornamentations are neat umph, indicative of success. Surely brought to Holland and will be in
sand under the direction of Eugene Christian Reformed church. Mrs.
OPENS UP A MODEL BAKERY large trays and are rotated through and blend perfectlyand all in all the first step toward that goal has charge
creating those dainties
Installation services Tuesday Heeter will present a concert at Nyho£ is formerly of Borculo, and
the heated oven much like a min- “Helnie”, 'butch”, Vender Schel been taken.
found
the best delicatessen
evening of the newly elected of- the Holland high school auditorium we welcome her to the fellowship
A new bakery has been opened iature ferrls wheel. Different tem- has establisheda real fine bake John Strauss and Ed Unger of stores.
ficers of Holland Chapter 429 0. on Tuesday evening, Dec. 1. The of this community.
up on Central Avenue and 16th peratures and different humidiE. S. which was marked by charm- band has been holding weekly pracMias Ruth Veen is now employed Street by “Dutch” Vender Schel, fications for baking different
ing simplicity, included the follow- tice sessionsin preparationfor the
ing installing: staff: Mrs. Julia opening concert Reception by the at the store of Henry Nyenhuisof the name that has been synony- things can bo regulated in an inHamilton.
mous with baking in Holland for stant.
Dick, 'Mrs. Nellie Dryden, Mrs. public of this concert will decide
The daintiest fruit and cake conFlorence Vande Riet spent the the last half century.
Josephine Dykstra and Mrs. Min- the band in its plans to present a
The Kammeraad Shoe Store has coctions to French pastry are skillnie Jones. Officers are Mrs. Grace series of three. AH of the concerts week end at the home of her old
Thomson, worthy matron; Capt will be free and the first one on high school classmate,Matilda been remodeled in every way and fully fashioned and baked. "Hein“Dutch” has certainly made a ie” states he hakes hot bread four
Plantings of .Holland.
Andrew Anderson, worthy patron; Dec.' 1 will begin at 8:15 p. m.
Miss Lida Rogers, associate patron;
Arthur Hoffman. Lawrence Leh- transformation in the interiorof time a day, 100 loaves every half
Allan Avers, associatepatron; Mrs.
man and Garrett Vande Riet fur- that building. The large depart- hour.
GIBSON
The bake shop is so arranged
ment where food is displayed is
Julia Dick, secretary; Mrs. Retta
| nished the special music for the
that bakers do not have to enter
Orr. treasurer; Miss Anna Boot,
Young
Peoples society of Zutphen done in graduating shades of blue
The Gibson school band has purand the ornamentations added are the retail sale department, but the
conductress,Miss Ella Carstens,asSunday evening.
chased a new oil stove for use with
real artistic.Large show cases are finished product is shoved into the
sociate conductress; Mrs. Nellie
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Top, Mr.
hot lunches. Hot lunches will be
entirely bf glass and even the cases right from the bake ovens
Dryden, chaplain, Mrs. Georgene
started in the school on Monday, and Mrs. Gerald Immink, Mr. and shelves are in glass, depicting through a rear opening that can
Mills, marshal; Mrs. Minnie Jones,
Mrs.
Julius
Kleinheksel,
and
Mr.
Nov. 80 and continue throughout
cleanlinessand giving full view be opened and closed at will. The
organist;Mrs. Alice Kramer. Adah;
and Mrs. Gordon Top entertained
the winter months.
of the dainties inside. The large general office is in the rear with
Mrs. Jessie Derks, Ruth: Mrs. Ev’Holland
vicinity
splendidly
Elton Bolles,Leonard Hemwall in honor of their parents, Mr. and show window is literally glass en- entrance on 16th Street and those
elyn Leddick, Esther; Mrs. Florand Julius Ten Cate have returned Mrs. Henry Top at their home in closed from all sides and full view having business to transact do not
we
our
place of business
ence Vanden Brink, Martha: Mrs.
Overiael on Wednesday afternoon
from a deer hunting trip.
is given to the delicate confections have to enter the showroom nor
Beatrice Orr, Electra;Mrs. Mildred
and
evening
in
commemoration
of
Central
16th
<
John Dykeqia and A. Balhahn,
dispayed therein. The entire light- the bake shop, but can go directBos, warder, and Harry Mills, senwho have been ill are practically their 40th wedding anniversary. ing arrangementhas been chang- ly to the office.
tinel. Mrs. Thompson and Capt. recovered.
Practicallythe^harae program was
In the rear there is a storage
ed, now beautifulopalescentlightAnderson were presented with the
It has been a fine Fall. Last year presented both afternoon and even- ing throws a subdued ray over the house for flour and other merchanpast matron and the past patron
there was snow on Armistice Day, ing. Numbers on the program in- entire showroom.
In the future let
plan
catering
are
dise that enter into bread and conJewels and a gift was presented
14 days earlier than this year and cluded: Piano duet by Mrs. Gerfections
from
the
most
substanBack
of
the
showroom
arc
the
Mrs. Thompson from her offi- snow is not yet.
ald Immink and Mrs. Julius Kleinanxious to be of some service to
Confer with the
'cers. Miss Burroughs, worthy* adThe stork visited the home of heksel; reading, 'The Worn Wedvisor of the Holland Assembly of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Knowlton ding Ring”; by Mrs. Gordon Top;
Rainbow,also presented a gift to and brought a daughter named Lois violin-ukesolo by Evelyn Top; the
Mrs. Thompson.
family history in rhyme read by
Irene.
Funeral services were held MonEdward Kanera, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Top; piano-guitarduet by
day for Mrs. Minnie Van Dyke, 58,
Charles Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Gordon Top and Mrs. 'Gerald
at the home, 10 West Sixth St., and
Evan Resseguie of Flint spent the Immink; presentationof children’s
at the Fourth Reformed church. week end in Gibbon and attended gift to parents by Gordon Top. Othyou have catering problems, baked goods necessities for
The Rev. Henry Van Dyke offi- the wedding of Mrs. Ina Ganshow er guests had been requested to
ciated and burial was in Pilgrim
omit
gifts,
but
in
appreciation
of
and Osie Voss of Ganges. The
parties and kindred functions.
able to suggest •
Home cemetery. Mrs. Van Dyke, ceremony took place at the home of what their parents had meant to
who died at her home, Saturday the groom in Ganges. Other Gib- them and of their presence still
something suitable,
and possibly unique for the occasion.
afternoon,is survived by her husson guests were Mr. and Mrs. in the family, the children preband, Gerrit Van Dyke, six chilsented
their
parents
with
a
large
Frank Resseguie,Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
will appreciate you calling early regarding your holiday
dren, Albert of Morrison, 111., WilFrank Resseguie, Jr., and Mr. and bouquet of flowers and money for
liam of Decatur, Mich., Aleta, Jothe
family
picture
which
was
taken
Mrs. Herbert Resseguie.
requirements
hanna, Marvin and Harold at home,
that day. The evening program alher mother, Mrs. William Vliek;
so included games. A two-course
OVERI8EL
and nine brothersand sisters, Bert,
Custorn
lunch was served. Those present in
Everett and George Vliek of Decathe
me aiiernoon
afternoon were: Mrs. Me
Meyer,
On Monday afternoon the min- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ter Beck, Cortor. John Vliek of Cleveland, JaWe will bake you anything that can be purchased in a high-class bake ahop!
cob Vliek of Saginaw, William Vliek isters of ClassisZeeland and their nelius Top, Mrs. Carl Top. Hermina
of Sioux City, la., Joe Vliek of wives met at the home of Rev. and Top, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Top, M.
All our Poultry fresh home dressed quality birds
Battle Creek, Mrs. John Essen- Mrs. Vande Riet. It was one of and Mrs. Gerald Immink, Mr. and
burg of Holland and Mrs. Carl Wie- the regular monthly meetings of Mrs. Julius Kleinheksel, Mr. and
Bakers
this group, the purpose of which Mrs. Gordon Top, Evelyn, Merle
ner of Kalamazoo.
M. P. Russel, area Scout execu- is to strengthen one another in and Ivan Top, Gene and Lloyd ImTo do all the baking in one of the moet up* Av
tive, announcedAlbert De Weerd the tasks liiid upon them and also mink, Victor and Carrow Lee Kleinto
enjoy
one
another’s
fellowship.
lb.
the new Scoutmaster of Troop 22,
heksel and the honored couple, Mr.
to'date and sanitary bakeries in Michigan!
Rev. H. I. Oostendorp delivereda and Mrs. Henry Top.
Light or Heavy Springer and Hens
'’8888888888888888888888^ piper on the subject of “SpiritThose present at the surprise
NEW INNOVATION IN TESTING ism”, which was followedby a gen- party in the evening were: Mr. and
eral discussion. After that refreshlb.
EGGS INTRODUCED HERE ments. were served.
Line
Mrs. Bert Tellman, Mr. and Mrs.
Last Thursday Rev. Vande Riet George Tellman, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Stallkamp InstallsCandling Ma- spent the day in Grand Rapids at- Tellman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
chines and Is Assured of
lb.
tending the meeting of the Christ- Klumper, Rev. B. Hoffman, Mrs.
Perfect Product
ian Reformed Bqard of Missions Dieka Wolters, Rev. and Mrs. H.
^8888838888888888888838(5.of which he is a mepiber. At that W. Pyle, Mr. and Mrs. Deiinis Top
lb.
meeting a farewell reception wa? and family, Mr and Mrs. Gerald
(Zeeland Record)
and
held during the noon hour in hon- Immink and family, Mr. and Mrs.
of Miss Magdaline Koets who Julius Kleinhekseland family, Mr.
center cuts lb.
Probably one of the most won- was leavingthe next day for China and Mrs. Gordon Top and the honderful machines ever invented is where she will be engaged as a ored couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Albers from
the egg candling machine now in Bible woman. Mrs. Vande Riet acoperation in the egg grading plant companied her husband to Grand Grand Rapids spent Sunday in
lb.
of L. G. Stallkampin 2«eland Rapids and spent the day visiting Overisel.
Mr. Stallkamp has two of these relatives.
Rev. H. W. Pyle traveled to ChiVarious classes in the Sunday cago last week to attend the sesmachines in operation and the publb.
lic, especiallythe egg producers, School of the Christian Reformed sions of the Preaching Mission
church^
are
preparing
themselves
are invited to inspect them and
which convened in that city.
for the rendering of the annual
learn of their operation.
Miss Marianne Va.n Eydk of
all
lb.
With the use of the electric eye Christmas program.Gradually the Holland was a Sunday guest at the
spirit pf the holidays is stealing home of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Voorthe machine will automaticallysort
horst.
eggs for sire and quality after over ui.
lb.
Mrs. J. Albers, Sr., has recov- Annual Thanksgiving services
which they are packed into carwill
be
held
in
both
local
churches
ered
from
her
recent
attack
of
tons ready for the retaU market.
Thursday morning.
So accurate and dependable is the pleurisy.
qt .
Howard Folkert will lead the
/J
work of this new machine that The Ladies Aid society of the
wholesalers and retailers accept Christian Reformed church met ChristianEndeavor meeting on
the candled eggs just as they are Wednesdav afternoon. Rev. Vande Tuesday evening.
rated without further inspection. Riet inducted the Bible lesson,
The eggs are. placed into convey- which was taken out of James 3.
ors at one end of the machine just Mrs. Ed Schreur had the mission
ANNOUNCEMENT
as they come from the producers, topic. The meeting was closed with
and when they arrive at the other praver by Mrs. Schreur.
Our manufacturingfurrier,Mr.
Mrs. Sander Wolters presided at
end of the candler the best and
7 West 8th Street
Holland
second best eggs are separated into the meeting of the Young Ladies’ H. B. Wonk, at our store Tuesday
I6th Street and Central Ave.
Dial 2677
‘DutchH Vtodtr Schel, Ovntt
separate groups in conveyors and Mission Guild on Thursday after- and Wednesday,Nov. 24 and 25th.
Sale of entire line.— Rose Cloak
each quality is divided into three noon. ^ }
The membership papers of Mrs. Store. East Eighth Street, Holland.
distinct sizes, so that there are
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Triumph Bake
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Specials

POULTRY POULTRY

Baking

—

—

Master

Chickens 16-25c
Turkeys 25c 30c
Ducks and Geese
19c
Pork Butt Roast
22c
to

Pork Shd. Roasts

of—

Complete

Plain and Fancy Pastries

18c

All Kinds of Bread

Beef Roasts

ll-16c

Veal Roasts

15c

Hamburger

12Kc

beef

Pork Sausage

•

A

12%c

Oysters fresh from coast

BUEHLER BROS.

45c

Inc.

$2677

l 5;-T

Triompli

Me

Shop

»

six separate deliveries of the best

• I

«res, while those rated below these
grades are segregated into a different compartmentready for further
grading after the machine is set
for that purpose.
It is rather difficult to explain
the functions of the automatic
candler, so that it is far more sat
isfactory to see the machine in
action and learn somethingabout
it Here is what the Poultry Tribune, in its September, 1936, issue,
says about R:
‘After centuries of speculation
about what an egg shell may reveal
when broken open, MichiganState
College steps into prominenceas
having produced the inventor of a
machine that tells exactly what
every housewife wants to know in
advance about every egg she uses.
It is good or is it bad?
“Ray Haugh, the Michigan State
graduate who discovered this new
gmy to test inside quality with
absolute accuracy by using the
etric eye’ has named his invention the Magic Test machine. In
explaining his choice of a name,
Haugh said, ‘Ridiculousas it may
sound in an age of automobiles,
airships, radios and x-rays — up to
now the only certainway of knowing the inside quality of an egghas been to break the shell— thereby destroying the marketabilityof
the egg. The result has been that
despitethe best efforts of egg producers and sellersto grade eggs
accurately,almost every housewifi
has occasionallyhad the unpleasant experience of opening a poor,
Fertile or downrightbad egg. The
fact that experts have grappled
with this problem for many years
Is my justification for feelingthat
my machine performs something of
a miracle
hence— 'The Magic
Test.’”.
“Althoughall eggs passing thru
the Magic Test machine are actually submitted to three rigid inspections
the big news is the
photo electric cell or ‘electric eye’
test which measures inside quality with unfailingaccuracy. Under
old methods an expert egg inspector holds eggs to a masked light
in an effort to see enough thronvh
an opaque shell to tell him to which
grade the egg be
belongs. It is tms
part of the humar
nan inspectionthat
experts agree is inadequate, because so much depends upon the
thicknessor color of the shell, the
inspector’sjudgement, experience
and even his eyesight.The electric
eye simply replaces human fallibility with mfecnanicalaccuracy.
“As each egi
‘eye,’ rays pass
and measure the exact ^condition of
whites and yolks— registering the
results on a sensitizedplate that
causes each egg to be automatically
cast from the conveyor into its
proper
ter grade.
grade Aa the true indication of highest egg quality is
iion
abundance of thic white
' aaa
iijv well
wen ‘founded
ivuuucu yolk,
jwxrv,vsi
firm,
rounded
only egg*
of this interior quality are
ar given
the machine name— ‘Magic Test’”

•

An

Invitation to

Egg Consumers
To See the Magic Test Machine in Operation
A

Marvelous

of Tosting

New Way

Eggs for Per-

fect Inside Quality

.....

a
•

What is
Good Egg?

To be

of high quality, an egg has to

be more than “fresh.” Its quality and

Using the

flavor

depend on several factors ....

health of

Photo-Electric

the hen, correct feeding

proper care of the eggs.

#

Eye

Eggs reveal their

firm upstanding yolks

high quality in
and

thick, jelly-

like whites.

—

Every Egg

EGGS ARE

Photo-Electric Eye

-

8th

It

Has Firm, Well

TRIPLE TESTED

Rounded Yolk and
1.

“Focused

Lighf

inspection by ex

Thick White

pert for exterior quality.

3.

Teat for interior quality

by

—

the

amazing “Magic Test’’ machine

The Real Test

using the Photo Electric Eye.

1. Third check by the

“Focused

of Quality Eggs

Light” for exterior quality.

“Magic Test” Machine replacesthe guesswork of human eyes in determiningthe exact condition
egg white and egg yolks, without breaking the shell

Come and See for Yonrself
Storw-42 W.

Tested by

ALL MAGIC TEST

Am

C. Thomas

u

K

Egg Producers

—

PRUNES-SanU Clara-Medium
Size. S Iba.
— -------- *c

‘

ST

A

ZEELAND, MICH1

St
*:r

of

KAMP

Come and See for

» it,;

THE HOLLAND CHY NEWS
turn from a business trip to Peoria when the accident happened.
The car was forced off the roa<
into a ditch when the truck they
Thew will b« a Thankiffivinf were passing started to past anfonrice held at the First Hap
Baptbt other car in front of it The car
Church, 19th 8t and Pine Ave., turned over and was badly damagThanksrivingMorning from 9:00 ed, McCoy, who is credit manager
service is
to 10:00 A- M.
‘
’, sustainfor the furnace company,
open to the public.
ed broken ribs, two broken colDavid H. Flagg died Saturday lar bones and some injuries about
at 4 p. m. in Douglas hospital at the head, while Fisher, branch aa
the age of 64. He was born in ditor for the same firm, receive<
Safigatuck township and was a a broken collar bone and bruises.
fruit ffrowerjust south of Douglas The two are in the Methodist hoson US31 for many years. Fun- pital in Peoria where doctors, it
eral services were held Tuesday is re] Tied, sav McCoy will probat 2 p. m. from the home. The Rev. abl
ablv be confined at least two weeks,
Bowles officiated and burial was and Fisher may be able to return
in Douglas cemetery. Surviving this week. Despite injurieswhich
aro the widow; a daughter, Joan; were described as serious,
serb
McCoy
two brothers,John Flagg of Dou- is said to be out of danger and
glas and Frank Flagg of Grand his condition is said to be good.
Rapids, and a sister, Mrs. Anns
Gerrit Scholten of Holland reMoore of Saugatuck township.
turned Sunday night with a part;
Sam McCoy of 118 East 21st of hunters of Grand Rapids am
St and John Fisher of 666 Mich- Greenville,from the Pine river
igan Aven both representativesof district in the upper peninsula with
1 the “
** —
Holland
Furnace Co., were in- four deer.
jured in an automobile accident Seven drivers paid fines here
Saturday morning near Poo
Peoria, 111. during the last ‘week on traffic
They were starting out on a re- law violation charges according to

LOCAL NEWS

•Rie ‘

Chief of Police Frank Van Ry.Herman Veltkamp and Walter Scheibach paid fines of $8 teach on charg-

=

CURBS DRASTIC INITIATION HOLLAND ELKS TO GIVE BIG
AT HOPE COLLEGE
PARTY TONIGHT

es of failing to stop at a stop
Dr. Wynand Wichers of Hope
street Stigmund Burg, Louis Bill, college haa urged fraternitiesto
The following rear
luest to mem
Julius Dykstra,Glenn Dunn and curb their “humiliating”of aodety bers by the Exalted
Jacob Jones paid fines of $5 each pledges and adopt a more dignified ______
B. P. 0. ElkaTf'HoUandte^thJit
Elks of Holli
on charges of speeding.No addres- treatmentHis advice followed the there is going to be a good time at
ses were given in the report
annual appearance on the campus the lodge rooms this Tuesday eveMrs. A. Vennema, wife of Dr. of an amateur vaudevilleshow as ning:
. Vennema, former president of the society pledges performed their
HoUand, Mich., Nov. 20, 1936.
Hope college, died Friday evening pledge duties.
Dear Friend: The Holland Elks
Dr.
Wichers
said
he
did
not
obat her home in Passias,N. J. Dr.
Lodge Annual Thanksgiving Party
ject to the initiation so long aa the
will be held Tuesday evening, Nomeasures employed did not reflect vember 24, 1936, at 8 o’clock.
on the dignity of the college.
We jure extending to you a
Some pledges were led on “all special invitation to attend this
survived by one son and two
daughters.

O.

S. Cross, attorney of Holland, was in a minor automobile
accident,at 8:30 o’clock, Saturday
n‘
‘
light,
on the Saugatuckroad. Hi's
car hit another from Benton Har
bor. No one was injured and Mr.
Croaa’ car was only slightlydamaged.

F

KROGER STORES

TURKEYS

fours” with strings— “a dog’s life”
—by senior co-eds. Another with
in it is all over you will be
a sip “Kalamazoo direct to you,”
proud to exclaim, “I’ll say I was
climbed a large tree and whooped
there!”
with distraction and threw/nuts on
A jolly, hilarious evening of fun,
the crowd below. Others were made
to shovel imaginarysnow on the and remember, it is strictly “Stag.”
campus walks as an imaginary Bring your friends.

"wL

FRESH DRESSED

Republican WPA worker. Others A buffet lunch will be served.
were made to lead littlechicks on
Anticipating your presence, we
There will be toy* for under- a string to class.
are with kindest regards,

privilegedchildrenjust aa for others at Christmas time this year in

PLUMP
TENDER

in

LB.

in

MODEL DRUG STORE
“Yonr Walgreen System Store’
Corner Eighth and River— Holland

GULDEN PINE

40c
Squibb*.

$1.00

Squibb'a

Cough Syrup

Tooth

Adex

Paste

Tablet.

LARGE BOTTLE

33e

79c

49c

$1.50

$1.00

—

Citro-

Cod Liver

MODEL

Carbonate

Rose Cream

79c

Your Hand. Soft

Squibb’.

Good For Chaps

Mineral

Oil

$1.09

loo
Squibb’.

-

Aspirin

25c
ALL

will be

held in the local churches Thursday, Rev. Isaac Sherpenisse will
preach at the American Reformed Church. Dr. A. Pieters of the
Western Seminary will preach at
the First Reformed Church at 9:30
o’clock. An offering will be taken
ujj for the Foreign and Domestic

59c

WEXFORD

5-CENT

—

Thanksgiving services

Oil

19c

Janssen said Mr. Walker was
HOLLAND, MICH.
being brought home and arrived
BIG COAL SHIPMENT
here Sunday. It is believed that
ARRIVES AT DOCK HERE Walker is only partially blind and
the conditionmay have been caused by a slight stroke. He UVea
Grand Haven Tribune
alone in Ferrysburgand has one
Die last barge coal boat of t
sister, Mrs. James Hanna, ^ho
season arrived here yesterday and
was notifiedtoday of her brothunloaded 8,000 tons of coal at the
er’s condition.
Neitring coal yard on the island.
Capt Walker is one of the best
There are now between 30 and 40
known men in the 10th coast —continuous performances daily
thousand tons of coal stored at
the Neitring yards. The ship guard districtHe retired from the starting 2:30 — prices change 5:00
swung too far one way when leav- service in 1922 after 32 years of
service. He entered the service at
ing the dock and was hung up for
Grand Haven as a surfman many
a short time. She was released by
years ago. He rose in rank and was
the tug, Senice, owned by the Johnmade keeper of SleepingBear Wed., Nov. 25
ston Gravel Company, Ferrysburg.
Point station,where he remapped
o
several vears. He was transferred Dionne Quintupletsand Jean HersHAMILTON
to the Grand Haven station and
holt
served there many years, retir-

Quality

ft

Ice

Cream

Choice of 5 flavors

for 95c

•

$1.95 box of 50

19« qt.

Make Your

Capt Walker is well known in
marine and coast guard cirdea

OYSTERS
KROGER
FRES- SHORE
PINT

lb.

POTATOES

no. 2

5c

Peck

15c

BUTTER

lb.

33c

CHICKENS

lb.

TURKEYS

lb.

Spring

OYSTERS
IV

15c
25c

pt.

25c

BRINK & SCHU1UNG
Economy Market

River and

8ch

Holland

Phone 3534

OPEN WEDNESDAY EVENING

YONKERS TalKE
Comer

River and 8th St— Holland, Mich.

ASK FOA TINY BONDS25c
35c

KOTEX

Tiay fob an Y.luilt

- -

Vidu Vapo

2 for 37c

Rub

21c

$1.50 Super D Cod Liver Oil $1.09
Ice

50C.p.

HALIBUT
CAPS

OIL

Cream Special

FRUIT Custard

49c

1

n

Tasty, Different Pt. 1

•

C

country club

Pork Steak

Reunion

in Holland and made frequent visits here when he was still in the
Service.

I

Roasters

65c

Alrniinl ^ust*Pr<>oI*nonbetter
niMJIIVI Bring your container

gal.

«

59c

Givea real protection

3ft quart
Never

boils

off

ui. 11.00
gal.

$2.70

__Bothjtorg^pen Until 9 Wednesday Evening

^

FRESH DRESSED -

21c

LB.

21c

AVERAGE

2

AVONDALE FANCY TOMATOES

SWANSDOWN

mm

COUNTRY CLUB

15.

PUMPKIN
^ LARGE ^AJC
J

2 -- 27c

ft

3 "-j 25c

No. 2ft can.

No. 1 a. 10.

CAKE

23c

VERY FANCY

It* 25c

CHESCEMT FANCY GOLDEN BANTAM COIN , No. 1

NIBLETS

25c

VERY FANCY

GEESE

AVONDALE stiet

17c

TO 4 LB.

DUCKS

PICNIC

FANCY PEAS

I

-o-

Warm

ft

MEDIUM FOWL
AVERAGI

29c

TOMATOES “dwpe

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY

LB.

LARGE HENS

PORK ROAST
STYLE
18c

flour

PUMPKIN PIE SPICE pkf

25c

10c

FREE - Regular lOe caa of Bakar’.SoatteraStylo Cocoaaat vltb
tack paekap

D A CTC
IvKArlD

3

PHILADELPHIA -

If

CHEESE

JSC

CREAM
MIRACLE WHIP SALAD DRESSINGQairt jer S7e

SODA CRACKERS
FOOD

PABST ETT CHEESE

‘

CDDV

Jr* 1

Ik.

VEGETABLESHORTENING
Lb.

baa

15c

ttcaa

59c

pkg. 17e

3
**

eaa 21e
pkg. lOe

COUNTRY CLUB MINCE MEAT

KNOX
FLAVORED JELL POWDER 6
FANCY HALLOn DATES

p** 2Sc

I Ike. balk 35c

TOMATO

The Gay Desparado

JUICE

COUNTRY CLUB - (JUMBO SO-oa.

DROMEDARY - READY TO SERVE

FRUIT

^

«. toc

17-os.

caa

eaa 19c)

CRANBERRY SAUCE

f

7C

i

|

CAKE

ifc-tb.*.

45C

each

39c

CHOCKFUL OF FRUITS AND NUTS

Go West Young

Mrs. Ray Maatman and her mother, Mrs. Lampen and Mrs. William Ten Brink.
The Hamilton High School basket-ball team was defeated by the
Allegan Five by the score of 18

FIRST

ORTHODOX BAPTIST
CHURCH

ANGEL FOOD CAKE
IS EGG -LIGHT, FLUFFY -FULL SIZE

Man

Dr. Chas. F. Fields, Pastor.
Res. 233 W. 20th St. Phone 3923. Tues. Dec. 1 is GUEST NIGHT—
Attend the 9 o’clock performance
SUNDAY
to 16.
(All Sunday services held in the and remain as OUR GUESTS to see
Bing Croeby in “ANYTHING
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lubbers Episcopalian Guild Hall, 50 W. 9th
GOES”
took a trip to Janesville, Ohio ov- St.)
er the week end.
9:00 A. M. Bible School. ClassThe girls of the First Reform- e* for all.
ed Church were enterUined at the
10:00 A. M. Worship. Sermon
home of Clarice and Esther Brink, subject, “Working Out What God
assisted by Mildred Kaper, Wed. Works In.”
even:ng in honor of Mrs. Roggen
6:30 P. M. B. Y. P. U. Service.
THEATRE
and Margaret and Marian Roggen. Gospel song illustrated by crayon
Prizes were won by LaVina Fok- drawing.
kert and Margaret.The honored
7:30 P. M. Gospel Service.
Ser
Serguests were presented with fare- mon subject,“Drifting.”
Matinees daily 2:86— evenings 7
well gifts. The guests included,
THURSDAY
and 9
Sarah Drenten, Dorothy Strabbing
9:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M. AI1Mildred Strabbing, Viola Lehman, day prayer day at the parsonage.
Albertha Teusink, Evelyn Kaper, Open for all who wish to come for
Wed. Thurs., Nov. 25-26
Gertrude Voss, Julia Bultman, Gen- prayer.
eva Etterbeck,Lavina Fokkert,
7:45 f.
M.
Grayer,
pn
P.
Prayer, praise and (continnous performanceThanksMable Lugten, Florence Brower, testimonymeeting at the church, giving Day Only)
Henrietta Brower, Sophia Eding, 19th St. and Pine Ave.
Angeline Kuite, Antoinnette ElenDOUBLE FEATURE
baas, Josephine Klein, Helen Sale,
DRENTHE
PhiUp
Hasten in “THE BIG
Hilda Rankens, Dorothy Kimber,

WALNUTS
BRAZIL NUTS

tb. 19c

RAISIN

* 23c

LA1GE DIAMOND

- MIXED NUTS

TEA RING

te. 31c

A BIG VALUE

BREAD

15c
10c

COUirrEYCLUB Kknf

COLONIAL

THAT
Dr nwuinn
OWF nv\
THAT ARE
SWEET - EASY
TO PEEL
A

Friday

and Saturday

PEAS—

Whole, Green

....

S lbs. 13c

Cranberries

and Saturday

SPECIALS
--

• • •

A.

&

P.

Food Stores

*

LATE HOVE’S

Squash

*

HUBBARD

Fresh Peas

rOur manufacturingfurrier,Mr. FloridaOrange (for
onk, at our atore Tuesday
J, Nov. 24 and 25th.
-- entire line.— Rose Cloak
East Eighth Stmt, HoUand.

29c

iv Z 35c
10

BAKING POTATOES

^ 7«
BUNCH

Red

GOLDEN YELLOW - EXPERTLY RIPENED

MICH.

Yams 4 ^

--------SWEET
POTATOES

BANANAS
IN

3

APPLES

An Ideal Christmas Gift

I

19c

20c

OUR OWN BANANA ROOMS

4

4

DELICIOUS APPLES

»-

19c

u. 25c

NATIONALLY FAMOUS

SESSIONS ELECTRIC

V

CLOCK
A 87.50 VALUE

KITCHM
F\a t si

tl

r ft

MANTUor

Details at Kroger's

—

lie

9c

1

U. 8. No. 1

2%c Idaho

Celery Hearts
LARGE

’

23c Potatoes
MICHIGAN

Legion of Terror

GuaranteedGood Cookers.
Green Split -------------------lb. 5c Sugar -------------- 10 Iba. 49c
Specials
10c lb.
C. Thomas Store*— 12 W. 8th St Cookie* 6 Varietic*
Candy • Varieties..
----- 10c lb.
Head Lettnc* ---2 for 15c
Unl --------- 2 Dm. 2Se
ANNOUNCEMENT

Perk Roast _______ _____ ___ lb. 15c
Grapefruit— Texas Seedless 5— 19c
Fig Bara or Ginger Snape S Iba. 25c

A

Churchill

Friday

10 ^ 49c

BEET

TANGERINES
nnm j

GAME”
Mrs. B. Ten Brink,
Two flags were presented to the
The Fire departmentwas called local school.
Wheeler and Woolsey in “MUM
out to the James Joostberns home
Mrs. George Schreur and daugh- Mrs BOYS”
Monday morning. The men were ter visitedMr. and Mrs. John M.
able to extinquish the blaze be- Bellman and their mother who has
fore much damage was done. The been ill for some time in Bentheim.
fire was caused by defectivechimTwo miles of the road west of Fri. Sat, Nov. 27-28
ney.
Drenthe have been improved.
A High School party was held Will Padding and Marinus William Boyd and Evelyn Brent
for the Checker tournament and Brandt lost several pigs through
* farewell to Leon, a member of cholera. Other hogs have been inthe ninth grade last week Wednes- jected to save them.
day night.
Building activity at Drenthe is
Cassidy
The King’s Daughters’ Mission- pronounced. Gerrit Timmer has finsociety elected the following ished the new house for Bert Ter
a» the new officers for the coming Haar and the owner will move in.
^esr. Mildred Kaper, president, The house of Dr. Kemme was plasiarah Drenten, vice-president,
Al- tered and Henry Telgenhof is raakbertha Teusink, treasurerand Clar- ing preparations to finish the in- Sat, Nov. 28 is GUEST NIGHT—
ice Brink, secretary.
terior. It is expected to be finished Attend the 9 (/’clock performance
Mrs. William Ten Brink visited by Christmas.
and remain as OUR GUESTS to
Baptism was administeredto Leo see. Joan Blondell and Glenda Farfriends and relatives in Holland
Arendsen, son of Mr. and Mrs. John rell in “MISS PACIFIC FLEET
last week Thursday.
The Women’s Church League Arendsen of Drenthe.
The Rev. B. J. Danhof of Drenthe
•ave a surprise farewell party for
Mrs. Roggen Thursday evening at exchangedpulpitswith the Rev. G. Mon. Tnea^ Nov. SO— Dec. 1
the parsonage of the First Re- VanDer Riet of Overisel at the
Brace Cabot and Marguerite
formed Church. Mrs. Roggen was morning service Sunday a week

presented with a beautiful elec- sgo. The Rev. Vander Ploeg of
tric dock.
East Paris St, Grand Rapids,
Open House will be held Friday cupied the pulpit last Sunday.
afternoon and evening in the
church parlors at the First Re- Thanksgiving Day servicesof
formed Church by the Consistory Central Avenue Christian Reform•nd the Rev. Roggen family. Ev- ed church will be held Thursday
eryone is invited.
morning at 9 and at 10:45 o’dodc,
Mrs. H. De Haan spent several the first service in the Holland
days the past week visiting her language and the second in the
English language.
daughter, Mrs. J. Roggen.

MICHIGAN

SUGAR

Returns

ii-

2

Meat

Mince

ft

to 23c

Pork Sausage ^

Hopaloog

Prepare for IhanksgiviDg!

25c

FANCY FRESH DRESSED - 4 TO

Theodora Goes Wild

SUGAR

SPRING
CHICKENS
FANCY FRESH DRESSED - TO
AVERAGI
4

BROAbCAST

29c

-

OeoUtv Foaoms - Satisfaction Guaranteml
Look ter the Tutor with tto 4-Point Bl** lifeboa
label - O&lr tto ohoioMt birds, cbocea by rigid
standard*, or* worthy of toarina this It** Ubboa
foal - Sold only at Kroget a,

OOUNT1T CLUB - -F1E3H CONN OFF THE COB"

-

Special Savings

TURKEYS

and

Selection

Leave Your Order Early

DEL MAIZ

old.

Thurs.. Nov. 26 ’Thanksgiving
Friend Tavern.
Harry Lampen, Duff Dangremond, Joe Lugten, Fred Wentzel Subject: “Ancient and Modern NeDay” Irene Dunne and MHvyn
cromancy, Alias Mesmerism and
are among the Hamilton hunters
Hypnotism,
Denounced."
Douglas
the northern peninsula.So far
Sunday Services, 10:30 A. M.
no reports have been received
Sunday School 11:45 A. M.
from them.
Testimonial meeting WednesHelen Kuite of Muskegon spent
day 8 p. m.
the week end with her parents.
o
----Relatives received a message inBIBLE
WITNESS
ASSEMBLY
forming them that Mrs. John Sale
ZEELAND
submitted to an operation at the
C. J. Tarvestad— Pastor.
olland hospital.
10:00 “The Days of Noah”
Gladys Luobers of Lansing was
11:30 Bible School.
home for the week end.
Fri. Sat, Nov. 27-28
6:15 Y. P. Meeting.
Professor and Mrs. Thomas Welff:30 Song Service; Messagh
Nino Martini and Ida Lupino
mers from Hope College visited “God’s Picture of His Church on
Mr. and Mrs. Roggen Friday even- Earth” as seen in Rev. 2 and 3.
ing.
7:30 Wednesday. Cottage prayA handkerchief shower was giv- er meeting.
en for Mrs. John Roggen at a
9:30 A. M. Thursday. Thanksget-togetherfarewell of the neigh- giving Service.
borhood women at the home of
7:30 Friday. Chapter Summary
Mrs. William Ten Brink, Wednes- Class at the Niea Home.
Mon. Tue«. Wed., Nov. 30— Dec. 1-2
day afternoon.Those present were
No Jewel Class Saturday. Y.P.
Mrs. Henry KerapkervMrs. Mi Prayer Meeting at 7:30 P. M. Sat. Mae West and Randolph Scott
Ten Brink, Mr* wjll Drenten,
Rev. Peter Dekker will speak
Mrs. Harm Kuite, Mrs. Ed Lam- at the Immanuel Church Thanks•en, Mrs. Julius Kempkers, Mrs. giving Day morning at 10 o’clock.
1 ohn Brink, Sr., Mrs. Henry EdOn Sunday Rev. Smith of Whiteing, Mrs. Earl Tellman,Mrs. J. lake will have charge of the serHigelskamo, Mrs. Van Doornink, vices.
fissions.

G)m

ing in 1922. He has lived in Ferrysburg since. He is about 67 years

-POINT BLUE RIBBON

4

J

HOLLAND

VERY EFFECTIVE

25 c

BIRDS

Yours truly,

WELL KNOWN LIFE SAVER

Paul A. Weidenhamer,
Zeeland, Holland and Grand Haven.
STRICKEN BLIND
In Zeeland toys will be provided
210 Central Ave. Exalted Ruler.
through WPA workers assigned to
It was reported today that Capt.
project of mending broken, dis- William Walker, retired U. S.
Th® Annual prayer and praise
carded toys, D. F. Boonstra, local coast guardsmannow Jiving
UIgAIImating of WIXJ
the AUUI
four IIUDDIVIl
mission organsupervisor being In charge of the Ferrysburg, was stricken blind Siivvwasg
izations of Fourth Reformed
church
d-' --— »
work which in other years has Thursday while hunting deer
been done by the Boy Scouts,Am- the PicturedRocks area near was held Tuesday evening. Mrs.
H. P. De Pree of China delivered
erican Legion and auxiliary. In Hol- Munising,Mich.
land and Grand Haven, a similar
Word of the misfortune to Capt. an address.. The 'organizationsare
project will be carried on by Legion “Billie” Walker, as he is known the Ladies Mission society. The
members. Details of the Holland familiarlyto many in Holland was Ladies Aid, the Women’s Lea
program have not been announced brought to William Preston, for- for Service and Girls’ League for
Service.
yet. In Grand Haven the post has mer keeper of the Grand Haven
Hi
opened its annual drive for toys station now in the headouarters
which will be distributedto the office,by Louis Janssen, who was
needy children there.
with Mr. Walker at the time.
THEATRES

*219

ONLY

^^8

lb.

juice) 4 lb*. 19c

ISftelb.
— .. 8c lb.

KROGER STORES

Thanksgiving Over,
its

many

ithfapeci bargains
patrons with[special
irgains in grcceriet,
grot
baked |

tbs “week-end”

Call^riday

Will

Supply

neat, poultiy and fish as it

Vi
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Holland, Michigan,

A city-wideWPA project for the DRIVER KILLS RARE
RED FOX SQUIRREL
developmentand improvement of
parks and cemeteries will give
work to more than 75 workmen, Wesley Haverman of Hudsonville R. F. D. No. 1 Monday had
beginning in mid-November. Fedin his possession a large red fox
eral funds totalling$31,485 have
squirrel,which he ran over with his
been allotted by the WPA to pay
car on M-21 between here and
for labor and tne city is investing
Grandville Saturday.
$10,726 for materials and super-

when ‘Doe Got Hu Goat Holland

NEW BUS SERVICE! kind he had
Direct To

'

Hunt

-

KALAMAZOO

PAYS

o

Rob

Safe in Allegan

Shop Early Sunday
Entering After Saturday Night
Cloting Neta Burglars $800.M

Wyoming

Zeeland High
Has 240 Desks
In Assemble

Michigan state police today are
searchingfor the burglars who Th«e Replace Others Eleven Y«
broke into the Liberty market in
Old, Cost Approximately
Allegan Saturday night and robbed
$10.00 Each
the sgfe of between $800 and $900.
The loss was discoveredby Leo
West, manager of the store, when
Within the last two weeks
he came down to check over the
assembly room of the Zeeland
cash Sunday morning. According
to West, the money was put into school has been re-equipped
the safe without being counted new, adjustable, individual

MENTED BY A FOURTH,
TRAVEL THOUSANDS
OF MILES

-

Antelope and Mountain Goat
Among Game Brought Down
by Local Nimrods

MINNOW FINE

Your editor some years ago on
a trip to California,upon his return ventured the information that
he had seen mountain goats for the
first time. When Questioned as to
whether these animals were as
sure-footed as reported to be, ha
hurriedly replied that they sure
were since they jumped from peak
to peak without a miss. The listener left with raised eye brows
and rather doubtful.Wtyit the
writer meant was that they jumped
from mountaincrag to crag.
Well, this all tells nothing any
further than that there are goats
aplenty in the western mountains
and that four Holland hunters
have jumped after them from crag
to crag if not from peak to peak
in order to bag a few, which they

1:40 P. M.

£

V/HY TAKE CHANCES?
PREPARE YOUR CAR

State

Thieves

Sam

‘THREE MUSKETEERS’* AUG*

Herbert Bremer of Grand Haven
township has been assessed a fine
VIA ALLEGAN
and costa of $16.85 after pleading
guilty of catching minnows in the
government pond and shipping
Peoples Rapid Transit them out of the state, in violation
of conservation restrictions.He
At The Greyhound Station
was arraigned here before Justice
Fred Workman, with I. V. Antles,
<4H44444444<HWHW44444444HH<
the arresting conservation officer.

EVERY DAY AT

In

of

seen. They are considered rare in this section.

,

Men
Shooting White-Water in a

I. V. Antles,Ottawa conservation
officer,who was convinced Haverman killed the animal accidentally
and told him he could keep it, said
it was the finest specimen of its

vision.

Thursday, November 26, 1936

NOW

did. The Grand Rapids Herald in
its 4 Outdoor” page tells all about

FOR WINTER DRIVING
ON OUR

it.

after the store closed about midnight Saturday night. The inside
door to the safe was locked when
he left the store, he says, but the
outside door was only shut, without being bolted. The thieves apparently were able to pick the lock
on the Inside door as the safe had
not been blown open or damaged.
When West came down to the store
Sunday morning he found all the
doors unlocked and windows in the
basement open. It is believed entry

for tha pupils, having the 11...

sight adjustment feature for
desk.
These desks and seats are
in two units each, one

base for the seat and

,

standard base for the desk, ....
it possibleto allow more and .
less than the ordinaryroom
space between the seat and
desk for each pupil. Besides
both seat and desk are

was made through the basement for height to accommodate
window and

that the burglars, after
getting into the building,opened
the other doors in order to provide
ways of escape In case they should
lie discovered.The owner was on
a deer hunting trip.

oam*

Down the "River of No Return'’ in • scow guided by two large
eweep* proved to be the highlight of thrillsto the group of Holland
huntere who cruiaed thie etream of whito-water In March of big
•

o

INFECTION SENDS FORMER
HOLLAND BOY TO HOSPITAL

pupil in the school to the
proportions.

The seats were exenanged
placed during the Thunday, _
Saturday of the week
which Teachers’ Institute was
In Grand Rapids, and there
no hindrance to school act!
due to the exchange of seata.
There were in all 240 new
placed in the room, which ii uw,
twenty-fiveshort of high achool m
rollment. However, this difficulty!
met by retaininga few of the ol
aeata that are still serviceable, i
because not all the pupils are in
assembly room at one time, ei
during the poriod of devotions
morning when for tan or fli
minutes two may crowd into

Goat-getting proved to be a long
and tiresome job to members of
Don Ingham, the 11-year-oldson
(Grand Rapids Herald)
the HoPand big game expedition Five thousand, five hundred and and that’s plenty. Made her myof Mr. and Mrs. Herb Ingham of
FIRST
HOME
WITH
DEER
hunting in Idaho, but Dr. Sulkers twenty miles by motor ... 173 self, just as I did the one that the
Greenville,is In Butterworth Hosbrought his down with a long, well- miles by water down a stream National Geographic people used
P. L. Griffin got home Monday pital, Grand Rapids, for treatment
placed shot.
made up of one treacherous rapids when they made the trip down night from Fife Lake region with due to a serious infectionIn the
IT'S
a buck weighing about 150 pounds arm. He received a scratch on the
after another which momentarilywith Elmer here as their guide.’
threatened to engulf and tear the “liooking over the -*
—
>
and with six prongs. He was the right elbow which apparently had
steering
doSouthern Paper Lauds
whole outfit to pieces . . . stalkii
ing vice by which the scow is piloted first to return to Saugatuckwith healed quickly. A few days later
he suffered pains throughouthis
Late Holland
goat along cliff where a slip wo mid
___ through rapids and around jagged his buck this season.
body and later developed fever.
mean death . . . shooting antelope rocks that dot the entire course,
seat.
Rev. N. T. Keizer of Chenoa, IlliWyoming. These were the ex- we discovered that instead of a HOLLAND HAS STUDENTS AT Investigation and observation at
The old seats in the
the
hospital
proved
that
it
was
Avoid the rush and prepare for winter
nois, sends the Holland Citv News periencesencountered by four well rudder the course of the craft was
KALAMAZOO
caused by infection of the arm. room were bought new whan
a clippingtaken from the Western —
known
.........
Holland
.....sportsmen
r —
....w..
who ..».v
have controlled
..........
.».Bc sweeps,
onerpo,
driving now on our convenientbudget
by two large
He in now showing improvement. assemblyroom waa first oca
Recorder,a Southern Baptist publi- just returned from a hunting trip each with a blade 2 feet wide and
plan. Buy every car need for only a few
The
Inghams were formerly of after its constructionin 1925.
Analysis
of
the
enrollment
of
cation. This is what is printed
--cn-J
—
.....
.
.
which was filled with one "thrill 14 feet long, located fore and aft.
cents each week. No delay — no money
Holland city, and Mrs. Ingham was ing these eleven years of •
Western
.State
Teachers
college
at
the late Dr. John M. Vander Meu- after another, from start to finish.
"Manned by two experienced Kalamazoo shows that twelve stu- Miss Mae De Jonge of Zeeland great many of these aeata
down and three months to pay. Come
len, who received his fundamental
“It was a great trip and there river-men,the clumsy-lookingscow
before her marriage, sister of Prof. unfit for use while many others
in today. Your account opened in just
education in Holland, at Hope col- isn’t one of us that would have could be turned on a space not dents are enrolled from Holland.
Chris A. De Jonge and Mrs. G. P. quired the constant service trf f
lege, was on the faculty of Hope missed it for the world,” said Her- larger than a dime and with the They are Bettie E. Chapman, sopha few minute*.
itora to keep them in useable ft
omore; Vivian M. Decker, fresh- Rooks of Zeeland.
college at one time and also a pas- man Prins.
quickness of a flash ... a feature
----- -o
The results here have demonstn
man;
Charles
E.
Drew,
freshman;
tor in this cRv.
“We left Holland the first week which we were soon to learn was Donald S. Elferdink,junior; Dor- CLYDE GRANGE ELECTS
that price waa the determ
• * •
in October.Four of us — Larry necessary to our well-being.
factor in the purchase of the
othy J. Hawley, freshman; Adelaide
OFFICIALS
MONDAY
DEATH OF DR. VANDER
Kolb, Ed. Landwehr, Dr.
“After making arrangementsto R. Kooiker, junior; Lloyd G. Miles,
rather than quality and iewM
Sulkers and myself. We hdaded have the car driven down and left
MEULEN
The Clyde Grange in Allegan ability. A very Undtad number
freshman;Marion Mulder, junior;
straight for Cody, Wyoming. Our at Riggens, where our trip was to
Robert J. Costing, sophomore; Vi- county held its regular meeting these seats were consideredof
car was well loaded but we made end, we packed our gear aboard
(Western Recorder)
vian B. Paulus, sophomore; Marion Monday evening and installed the fldent value at thia tim* to
The press announcesthe death good time and on the third day we and on the 12th day of October, V. Te Roller, Junior; and William new officers for the coming year. them for placementwhere «
on Sunday night, June 7, at Chi- arrived at Cody, where we made slipped our moorings and started H. Vander Ven, senior.
Officers are: Armand Northrup, •cats might become depleted.
cago, of Dr. John Marinus Vander arrangementsto hunt antelope on on our trip down the river which
master; Fern Barnes, overseer; •Hie aeata lust placed are of
Meulen, who for a number of years the following day.
never fails to give you a thrill a
Mrs. B. Huizenga, P. Pluim, J. Mrs. Beverly Robinson, secretary;
was Presidentof the Louisville
Hunt Close to City
minute with no two alike.”
Henry Huizenga and Mr. and Mrs. Chris Jorgenson,treasurer; Mrs.
Presbyterian Seminary, from which
"It may sound funny to you, but
Ed Streur of Holland, Mrs. John Uoyd Hoyt, lecturer; Mrs. Carl elationneed have any worry
position he resigned years ago, but we didn’t have far to go. In fact,
Baker of Ottawa Beach and Mr. Winslow, chaplain; Harold Barnes, leplaeamantg,- Thrills
as
Scow
Shoots
remainedon the faculty until his we hunted within 35 miles from
The seats were bought from
and Mrs. Harry Estel of Grand steward; Harry Thompson, assistdeath. Dr. Vander Meulen had been Cody and what hunting it was!
Rapids
Rapids called on Mr. and Mrs. F. ant steward;Mra. Harry Thomo- American Seating Company, Gr.
prominently known, aud had ren- We cruised in the car until we
son, lady assistantsteward;
Huizenga this week.
Zeeland du“*
omj-mu, «uuu
• * *
dered important service within his spotted a small herd of antelope
(Grand Rapids Herald)
1 Jennings, gatekeeper; Helen Wlnsown denomination for many years. and then we would go afoot until
* * •
•11111a111sia.1n1111a.a1n********low, Pomona; Evah Hoyt, Ceres; faculty and the pupils are 1*
He was broadly known and highly we had stalked within gun range. “Guess all of us will remember
Mrs. John Jennings, Flora. Mr. and elated over the action of the ^
never
pitching tent once.
regarded among all of the other Believe me, this antelope hunting that trip down river to our dying
Mrs. Clifford Morse, Sr., who were of education that made this
“Next
morning
after
climbing
to
evangelical groups in connection in a car isn’t like driving on any day,” continued Mr. Prins as his
delegates to the state convention provement possible. Citizens
a
high
point
we
sighted
a
small
with his service as Presidentof the lavement. No, sir! During our
inquirer pressed him for more ac- herd of goats. After scanning them at Sturgis,were the installing of- Invited to call and see the
Louisville Seminary. He was a man lunt for various herds, we not
seating capacity.
counts regardingthe recent big with our glasses we found three ficers.
of marked scholarship, and the only wore out four tires on the game hunt which he and his three
good
heads
in thF herd and after
author of several books. He was sharp stones, but we also lost a companionsfrom Holland recently
Ottawa County Is Being
stalking them ail day managed to HOLLAND EXCHANGE
also an administrator of unusual couple of fenders. But we got our completed.
get within gun range and brought BERS HELP TO START
Educationally ~
skill,and the institution at Louis- antelope!
GRAND HAVEN CLUB
“You can talk all you want to down the three best heads.
ville almost tripled in attendance
"On our first hunt, Eddie Land- about shooting rapids in a canoe,
under his guidance. His death wehr had beginner’sluck by draw- but when it comes to real thrills “The following day after climb- Grand Haven’s recently organ- The membershipand finance ».
ing rocks, cliffs and what have you,
takes away one whose life had high ing first blood. It was a nice clean
ized Exchange club, membership mittee of the Ottawa county
try it some day on a big scow down
meaning not only within his own kill and executed with all the a river that is filled with rapids I managed to get within gun range of which is made up of younger trict of Michigan Education *
of
a
likely
looking
head
and
denomination but to all evangelical finesse of a seasoned big game huni business and professional
men, re- elation has organized the
that shoot you along at the rate of downed my goat. Had about six
Utca to U<* Valca of Fircaonc, Monday cveninp, over N. B. C^WEAF Nttumk
faiths and fellowships.
^r. Two hours later, another fine 37 miles an hour. Just to give you miles to tote him, so after skinning‘ ceived its charter at a dinner meet- into township units with a
specimen fell before the marks- an idea of how fast that river him out and saving some of the ing last evening at Hotel William man in charge of each ins-—.
UNDULANT FEVER CASE
M. Ferry. About 75 attended, They will anroll the members
manship of Larry Kolb, but from flows, let me tell you that during
REPORTED IN GRAND HAVEN then on for the rest of the day it high water as high as 100 miles meat, 1 packed him back to the Grand Haven club members ana the county organization of t
outfit. And Mister, if you haven’t
was a case of hunt and hunt hard. a day has been made without much ever tasted goat meat you have a guests, a delegation of 20 from MEA and also enroll any teadu
Bill DeWitt, 15-year-oldson of
the Muskegon Exchange club and who are not already members
‘Finally, we spotted another effort.
treat in store for you
. it’s great.
Dr. S. L. DeWitt, is confinedto his
others from Holland and Grand the ztaW organisation.
small herd and after a three-mile "Well, we shoved off with Capt.
The finance and i _
home with undulant fever. The stalk, Dr. Sulkers brought one Guleke manning one sweep while "The third day out we sighted some Rapids.
deer.
Out
there
vou
can
kill
either
case was reported through the Otcommittee la composed of fi
down with a shot at 300 yards. Elmer Keith stood watch on the bucks, fawns or does, so we worked The charter was presented to Prins
of Pine Creek, Richard M
tawa County Health Unit. This is That finished us for the day but on other and it wasn’t long before
Milton E. Burr, president, by Pierre
up to the herd and managed to Vinet of Holland, representingthe chiele of Vriesland, Miss Jc
one of the few cases reported in
we
hit
our
first
fast
water
and
the second day, after about three
bring down four without much nationalorganization.He also pre
as well as
north Ottawa county, although
re- Kaufman of Conklin,
hours of hunting, I managed to get learned just why we required two trouble.These deer are mule deer,
there have been several cases in
sented loyalty emblems to Mi Bouwma of Lamont, and 1
within range of a likely looking such large sweeps to manage a you know, and while they averageo
anderool of Zeeland.
the south end of the county reBurr, Fred Den Herder, vice presispecimen and we filled.
scow only 8 feet wide and 32 feet about 160 pounds in weight, I don’t
Mr. Prins has chosen the
ported since the Ottawa County
dent, and Nelson Fisher, secretary
Icng.
And Then Onward!
think any of the heads we obtained
Health Unit was instituted.
and
treasurer.Mr. Vinet was the ing township chairmen: He
We were well pleased with the ‘Then we went into the first bit were exceptionallygood. That same
, outlining
________ o
__ history of township, Carroll Noriin; Z«
This fever is contractedthrough
laker,
the
of white water, from where we day we sighted some elk. They
township, Richard Machiele; ..
milk and dairy products obtained result of our first hunt, having
Exchange and its aims.
brought
down
four
fine antelope, stood it looked as though we were were about 10 miles in, so we
from cows having Bangs disease.
Prof. A. E. Lampen of Hope col- township, Florence Ten Hai
three of which had 15-inch horns sliding downhill on water. In front passed them up, for even one elk
lege, district governor; Jacob Fris Jamestown, John Wyma; Ports
us and on both sides the water is too big to pack that far, and
WPA WILL AID SANTA CLAUS and one with 14-inch. We headed of
of Holland, member of the State don, Mrs. Emeline Elenbaas; Ol
is
fail
towards Salmon, Idaho, going by boiled with a fury that seemed to besides,it’s no trick to get them, board of control; Burr, Cochran, Esther Mobery; Blendon, Cena
IN ZEELAND AREA
resent our presence, while jagged for they are very plentiful.
way of Yellowstone Park.
president of the Muskegon club; Georgetown,Dennis Roelofa;
“That trip made us forget for a rocks stuck their heads up out of
Sheep Are Wary
WPA
workers
in
Zeeland
are
to
Grant Eilers, president of the modge, Martin Bouwma; All
radiator tended to, before zero
the
swiftest
part
and
dared
us
to
"Farther down stream we sighted Grand Rapids club; and C. C. Janet Bosker; Robinson, Ver. assume roles as assistants to Santa time the game we were seeking, test their strength.
some sheep and as ‘Doc’ and Wood, vice president of the Hol- nis; Grand Haven township,Chi
Claus. The WPA recreationdepart- for the scenery which confronted
"It was all work when we were in ‘Eddie’ had taken out two special
comes, with “anti-freeze”
Miller;Spring Lake, Jennie “
ment has launcheda project for us at every nook and turn of the
the grin of these stretches of mountain sheep licenses, which land club, spoke, the latter three man; Crockery, Constance HI
repair of broken and discardedtoys road left us sort of awe-stricken
water that shot along with the cost $25 and entitle the holder to extending a welcome into the feland
brought
home
the
realization
Wnght, Mrs. Mildred Brit
for distributionto needy children
lowship of Exchange.
of how infinitesimally small, mere speed of a mill race and it was one ram, we startedout. Here we
of the vicinity.
Greetingswere extended from Chester, Edward Kelly, Jr.;
only through the expert work of encounteredthe hardest hunting
man
is.
The project is under the direclocal organizations by Henry ton, Herman Lang.
"Arrivingat Salmon, we were our two guides on the sweeps that that we experiencedduring the en- Wierenga, president of the Cham- The Ottawa county district is
tion of D. F. Boonstra,
Boo
local superwe were not thrown high and dry tire trip. Those sheep made us
visor. In other years the pb"
Boy greeted by Capt. Guleke, a picturber of Commerce; Paul Babcock, member of the fourth region of
upon some rock and left maroonea, scale cliffsand climb up and down
Scouts, American Legioi
egion and aux- esque individualwhose job it was
vice president of the junior Cham- association.
surrounded
.
raging
waters
over
rocks
until
it
seemed
as
iliary have done the toy-repair t° P1 lot us down the Salmon river.
The officers are: President,
ber of Commerce; and Glenn H.
through
which
man
could
neither
77 East Eighth
Phone
Holland work.
I guess none of us will ever
Roberts, Zeeland; vice
ice presic
wade
nor swim.
old captain, for in spite
Jennie M. Kaufman, Conklin;
“Once
while
going
through
a
of his 73 years which, according
_______
___ _____ , ............ , retary,Stephen Mead.d, Grand
___
Jo M* friends,marked the end of small rapid, we cut the edge a little mountain sheep are hardest to stalk Charles Sutton of Muskegon;mon- Yeni treairar*r, David Ten Hai
top
close
and
grounded.
Over
the
for
they
are
wary?
keen
on
foot
his birthdays five years ago, he was
logue by Albert Reus; and selec- 2kdand. Directors are Malcolm
“ aK>le as a cat and as strong as side went Capt. Guleke, wading in and cover distancesin a few min- tlons by the Exchange club quartet Rptfersof Zeeland and Helm
ice-cold water which at times was utes that takes man hours to cover.
a gnzxly.
of Grand
°f Grand Haven.
“Finallywe got within gun range,
"With him waa that well known up to his waist. I told you that he
was
as
tough
and
as
strong
as
a
which,
by
the
way,
isn’t
very
near,
guide, Elmer Keith, who hunted
STATE BEET CROP
WARNS SHIP CAPTAINS TO
Grey in thia same area, grizzly and when he put that 225 and ‘Doc’ and Eddie brought down
STEER CLEAR OF SHOVEL
EXCEEDS YEAR
pounds
of
man
that is well di* their auarry— two rams, one a 10which is in the vicinity of Thunder
tributed over 6 feet of frame, it year-old weighing 250 pounds and
Mountain.
E. M. Nisen, principalengineer
The federal crop reporting
wasn’t long before we were clear with a full turn of horns, and the of the U. S. Engineer office at Milestimated Wednesday that '
ii
»,
Afloat
and on our way.
other
that
weighed
from
150
to
waukee, has issued a warning to gan’s 1936 sugar beet 1
After guns, duffle and rations
“Sounds funny to big game hunt 175 pounds and had a turn and a lake skippers of the danger of a would be 850,000 tons or 1<
were all checked, we went aboard
while floatingdown a stream on half of horns.
steam shovel lost about 1,000 to tons more thin last year. The
the scow which was to be our
a scow, but the way we did it waa
“Once on the way down, Doc and 1,600 feet from shore about two predicted the yield for the i
means of travel down the Salmon
DURING THE LAST
wc hive
to keep a sharp eye along the Eddie, returningto the outfit,were miles south of Muskegon harbor would be 264,000 more tons
river, known to many aa being
taken Iq exchange several good
PIANOS, and
shores for s i g n s of game. When caught by daritness. We picked on Nov. 18.
its estimate of a month ago
America's river of no return,’ due
or
’em up 10 miles downstream affer
The shovel was lost ____
from the ted. Revised figures b.„
to make room for Christmas Goods we are going to loan
Pianos
shooting one rapids in the dark, deck of a flat scow which was be- total estimated production
wooi ttpid, which so i.r have de- we either eot what we were look- which made us all even for thti ing t
these Pianos to responsible iamiltes,who will prepay
«
towed from Muskegon south to 9,505,000 tons, com
fied all attempts to navigate upin all
ing for or discoveredthat the game thrills experienced that day.
when the scow overturned in a 7,907,000tons prod
cartage charges and guarantee the Piano against abusestream.
had moved on down river or fur- “After hunting all along the river hea
heavy sea. Coast guards, who renwith
o
"Looking over the craft which ther inland.
Husband Mutt Accompany Wife to Make
and getting the thrill of a lifetime dered assistance at the time, reAt a congregationalmi
waa to be our home for the next
Bear
Is
Baffled
shooting such rapids as the Pine port that there is about 15 feet Sixth Reformed Church,
Arrangements
16 days, we found a substantial
Pianol
Long v*
r'ZTj --- 1 . “Ab001 11 miles down the first Creek, Growler, Horse Creek, A^vsaf*
w«M*?a X/VU4
VllC DIIUVCI
1U that
LlltiW
of water
over the
shovel <11
and
the purpose of electing
You Sign- NO Agreement to Purchase
8 J*1 mue
dVr’ we 8P°tted a black bear and Tom and Sheep Rapids, we landed, the owner proposes to recover It
Marine Brandt who has i
finishes!
K l***1}1 much I knocked him down with a well at Riggins, Idaho, 173 miles from Although the shovel is near the church as janitor for the
the Piano
Lend
of a thing for beauty, but was placed shot from the old RemingSalmon. To get here by road one shore, well removed from the usual was presented with a
built for service on the Salmon ton 30-06. He was a three-year-old
would have had to drive 705 miles. vessel routes and although it has congregation in
river, which subjects any boat
and had a prime pelt so I felt that
“Gear all loaded and specimens probably buried itself in the sand services. The
relentless abuse from start
was a pretty fair start of the trip. taken
w»nv.ii vote
care VS*
of,
f we
WWC headed
1ICC1UCHJ
i back bottom to
VVS
a considerable extent was made
finish.
“Twelve miles down, we made towards Michigan and Holland and I during the almost continuous se^ elder, and
“‘She’s
seaworthy,
boys,’” *«r- camp the first night. The guides amvea nome rnaay, uct. 3U, alter
----- —
7
arrived home Friday, Oct 30, after vere storms since Nov. 18, the William
marked the grizzledcaptain as he sept aboard the scow while we hit (covering 6,620 miles by motor and masters of large and small vessels
The Home of Good Furniture
40—44 East Eighth Street, Holland proudly showed us around .. “she'll the hay on shore using the sky fori having the thrill of a lifetime,
should keep at least a mile away
take all the poundin’ and batter’n a canopy and the stars for lights. “Are we going again?
from this location during the next
*82
that this old stream can hand out Slept that way all during the trip,! “You said it, Buddy, we are!”
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A three-act comedy drama en- office will remain open from 8 a.m.
the 1985 Hope College commence- PENNYILLE HIGH SCHOOL
It JUST A HEADACHE
LANSING CO. GETS GRAND
titled "Whitlin”by Verne Slout until 5:80 p.m. every week day,
ment. C. Kxitft, president of the
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
TO MR. BRAGG; PINED
will be presented on the evening of includingSaturday. Heretofore the HURLS BRICKS; GETS
HAVEN SCHOOL BID
B. H. Brandt, districtsales manP.T.A., and tf. P. Russell, OttaThanksgiving Day and the fol- office has been cloeed during the
HIS NAME IN PAPER wa county Scout executive, disON DRUNK DRIVING
agcr of the Michigan Bell Tele- lowing night at 7:45 o’clock in the noon hour each day and cloeed on
Fennville will play with several
cussed Scouting and suggested orphone Co, gave a lecture before North Holland school by the League Saturday afternoons.Persons havThe board of aducation of Grand
Because
he
wanted
to
get
his ganising a cubj>ack for the school. new schools this season. Among
the Woman's Literary club, Tues- for Service of North Holland Re- ing litfht and water bills paid
Friday the 18th wae unlucky for Haven awarded the contract for
name in the paper
______
aer
r, Bernard
Tans,_ Refreshments were served
by Mrs. thaw are Lawrence, Watervliet,
day afternoon, on the subject, formed church. The play is built them at the board of public works
Carroll Brags:,.48 yean old, of hardware for the new Ferry school
82, of Grand Haven, Wednesday C. Hopkins, Mrs. Ray Herts, Mrs. Hamilton and Kelloggaville.
“The World’s Oldest Vacation.”He around the character of Dr. Good, during these hours, but from now
The schedule to date comprises South Bend, Ind. He lost control
night collected a pail full of brick- Watson Lundie, Mrs. C. Lokker,
pointed out that f>racticingthe which is taken by Jack Jongo- on will make
of hia automobile early today tear additionto the Vander Voort
---- their
--- payments at
bats and, in a sudden sortie down Mra. H. Schnekty,Mr*. Franks fourteen games, aa follows:
sound principlesof selling gives krijg. It is a simple story of plain City Treasurer John Steggcrda’s
West Olive, ran into the Pare Mar- Hardware company of Lansing
Dee.
1—
Covert,
there.
the main street here, hurled his and Mrs. E. Boa,
one a much fuller, more roman- people emphasising mother love office. On the 15th of each month
<ruette trades and blew out three The Lansing firm’s bid of $568
Friday,
Dec.
4-Martin,
Fennville.
missiles through 16 large platewas low. E. H. Babcock, supertires, f*
tic life for living. We are born and home influence. The committee the treasurer’soffice will remain
Sheriff Ben H. Rosema
glass windows in 10 stores.
intendent of schools, reported work
KeIlogr'vi11'' him up on a drunk driving <
salesmen in the fact that we all in charge of arrangementsis com- open until 8:30 p.m. to accommoAt
a
reception
for
the
Rev.
and
A passerby, a Mr. Klop, grabbed
progressing and said the building
and he spent the rest of
of the
try to sell our per
personalitiesto posed of Hazel Veldheer, Henri- date those wishing
to pay light Tana and held him until City Of- Mrs. William Van’t Hof in Third
"lU
J! !E4h“W,ktwvU^ there.
old be re
would
ready for occupancyby
in
the
countv
jail. He p
some one else. Salesmanshipis etta Kamphuis and Genevieve Jon- bills on the last day for discounts.
Dec.
18
(Fri.)
—Lawrence,
Fennficer Emil Kleumpel arrived while Reformed church, Monday night,
guilty today before Justice Peter the holidays.The school partially
ville.
something we all practice through gekrijg. Richard Machiele is the If the 15th comes on a Sunday,
owners and clerks of stores open approximately500 were present
Van Duin an
and paid a fine and costa burned just before long vacation
the office will remain open until
life. A., J. Peckhara, division corn- coach.
ofs came here from Jan. 8 (Fri.)—Martin, there.
in the evening rushed (into the The Van’t Ho‘
• * •
totaling $58.50.
this year.
mercisl superintendentof the Mich8:30 p.m. on Saturday, the 14th.
Mariners
Harbor,
Staten
Island,
street to see what it was all aJ*there We**^ ~ Kel,0K88vi,le*
• • •
igan Bell Telephone company, ac
According to a new schedule of
N.
Y.
where
Mr.
Van’t
Hof
served
bout.
companiedMr. Brandt.
office hours, the city treasurer’s
The public works office will Tans, in Jail, was questioned by as pastor of the Reformed church Jan. 19 (Tues.) - Covert, Fennville.
remain on its same schedule of officers.He denied indignantlythat for nine yeere. Dr. Wynand Wichers
2! !Jtt)~L*wrence,there.
hours from 8 a. m. to 5 p.m. every he waa "mad at anybody.” He had presidentof Hope college,
>lleg presided
J*®-,,29 (Fri.)— Saugatuck, Fennweek day.
neither the breath nor gait of a at the meeting and Dr. W. J. Van
* * *
Kersen conducted (the devotions. ville.

__

see

~

drunk man.

Short speeches were given by Mr*.
group of 30 funeral directors He stuck to his story— that he
of Ottawa, Allegan, Kent, Mus- just wanted to get his name in the G. H. Dubbink who representedthe
ville.
missionary societies of the church;
kegon, Ionia and Montcalm coun- papers.
W*
Fennville.
James Nettinga, representing the
ties held a meeting, Tuesday evenfWVfVVfVvfVftfVViVvvvvv Christian Endeavor societies; Mrs. Feb. 26 (Fri.)— Saugatock, there.
| ing, at the Warm Friend Tavern,
as the guests of the Hollsnd di- a two-course lunch was served to A1 Fassen ’who spoke for the Lad- REPORT MUCH SCARLET
ies Aid Societies, and Prof.Garret
rectors. The group re-elected Jacob about 30 guests. Mr. and Mrs. LemVander Borgh, for the Sunday
FEVER IN COUNTY
men
will
make
their
home
at
652
Van’t Hof of Grand Rapids as
school. Dr. Wichers representedthe
president.Other officers elected Washington Ave.
consistory.Miss Helen Van Kerwere Peter Roman, vice-president!
There is a serious epidemic of
sen sang a solo accompaniedby
Lawrence Van Zee, secretary;and
scarlet fever in Ottawa county reMrs. J. A. Roggen of Hamilton
Kenneth Osborne, director of music
William Zwaagman, treasurer;all was surpriaed by the Ladies Misported through the Ottawa county
in the church who also entertained
of Grand Rapids. Peter Notier of sionary society of the First ReHealth unit with 19 cases reported
with an organ solo. Following the
Holland was choses as a member formed
ed church of Hamiltonat the social hour, refreahmenta were m the past week. There are now
of the executive committeeof the home of Mrs. H. Kuite. Mrs. Rog80_cases reported in the county.
served by the social committeeof
organization,along with Girard gen will soon leave for Manrice.
The first cases were repoi^.
irted ...
in
the consjstoryand by a group of
Ringold of Spring Lake and David la. Games were played and those
September and since that time
young
women
of the church.
Walsh of Cedar Springs. Charles winning prizes were Mrs. John
there has been an increaae. One
E. Cross of Caledonia and Ches- Lohman, Mrs. Henry Wedeven,
boy in Crockery township is reFive divisions of the Hope church
ter Derezinski and B. Grecnhoe, Mrs. Klaas Kolvoord and Mrs. H.
ported to be critically ill.
Women’s Aid Society held lunchboth of Grand Rapids, will serve Kempker. Mrs. Roggen was preThere are many light cases,
eons, Wednesday afternoon. Mrs.
on the judiciary committee. The sented with a gift in appreciation
stated Dr. Ralph Ten Have, head
Ray
Hoek,
assisted by Mrs. Fred
speaker for the evening was Wil- of her service. The refreshment
n
Metz and Miss Ethelyn Metz, en- of the health unit, that escape diaglard McIntyre, a Grand Rapids at- committee served
two-courso tertained members of Mrs. Sid- nosis many times by physicians
torney. A. B. O’Brien of Grand lunch.
and thus the diseasespreads. Sore
ney Hooper’s and Mrs. J. C. Ride• • »
Rapids presenteda report. The
throat is one of the early symnour’s group. The divisionheaded
next meeting of the group will be
"Cub Scouting” was the subject by Mrs. Milton Hinga and Mrs. ptoms and Dr. Ten Have urges
held in Grand Rapids, in February. of the address given to members
that any child or adult suffering
Lloyd Heasley met at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kiekintveld of the Van Raalte Parent-Teachfrom sore throat contact a docMrs. Clarence J. Becker, who was
and daughter, Arlene, have moved ers association by M. P. Russel,
tor.
assisted by Mrs. Adrian Van Putten
to their new residence on rural Ottawa County executive, at the
The disease coming at this seaand Mrs. Herbert Marsilje. Mrs.
route No. 6 at Diekema Ave. and November meeting of the organison may prevent many a happy
O. S. Cross, Mrs. Otto Vander Vel17th St
zation, Tuesday evening.Dr. D. de, Mrs. Carl Van Raalte and Mrs. gathering during the coming holiVeltman, pastor of the Berean Ransom Everett entertained their day season as the period of isolachurch conducted devotions and group at Mrs. Everett’shome, while tion is several weeks. Scarlet fever
communitysinging was led by Mrs. C. F. Cook’s divisionmet at leaves many bad after effectsand
Mrs. J. Vander Hill. Songs were the home of Mrs. G. J. Huizinga, is considered a dangerousone for
A simple wedding ceremonytook sung by Arlene Cook. Following with Mrs. W. G. Winter and Mrs. both children and adults.
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the business meeting and program
At the present time there are
John Miller assisting.Mrs. E. P.
John Prins when their daughter, refreshments were served.
Dodge, opened her home to Mrs. four cases reported in this city
Harriet,became the bride of Don• • •
W. L. Eaton’s division.Arrange- which thus far has not reached an
ald Lemmen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
LongfellowParent-Teacher’s as- ments fbr the luncheon were made epidemic stage. Parents are warned
Leonard Lemmen of East Sauga- sociation held a regular meeting, by Mrs. Dodge, Miss Martha Sher- to note any complaints theri chiltuck. The Rev. P. D. Van Vliet per- Tuesday evening. Community singdren may make and to check fever,
wood and Mrs. J. P. Oggel.
formed the double ring ceremony. ing was led by Clarence Jalving
sore throat or any other smptoms
• • •
The bride wore a gown of wine and Mrs. F. Yonkman was in
A surprise party given, Tues- that indicatesthe child is not well.
transparent velvet and was attend- charge of devotions. The girl’a sexday evening,
*nir
in the Joe Nagelkirk
ed by her sister, Miss Eva Prins, tet of Holland high school, sang
home was in honor of Mrs. Ben
Mrs. B. J. Rosendahl, aged 92,
who wore brown crepe. Albert three selections. Mrs. Ernest Pen- Raterink and Mrs. Frank Nageldied, Wednesday, at the home of
Lemmen attended his brother as na read the oration, "Living Books"
kirk in celebration of their 35th her daughter, Mrs. E. E. Strong,
best man. Following the ceremony written by Helena Visschter for
birthday anniversaries.
Games were 248 Lincoln Ave. Mrs. Rosenplayed and a social time was en- dahl was bom in the Netherlands
joyed. Mrs. Frank Nagelkirkand and in 1867 came to America on
Mrs. Joe Nagelkirk served refresh- a 90-day voyage in a sailing vesments.
sel. She was a member of the Cen» • »
tral Avenue ChrifOtn Reformed
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Busscher en- church. Surviving are three chiltertainedTuesday evening, at their dren, Mrs. Strong. Mrs. Bert
home in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Jul- Beckman of West Olive, and Thomius Welters whose marriage took as Rosendahlof Agnew; a sisterplace last week. Games were play- in-law, Mrs. A. De Vries of Holed with prizes going to Mrs. Ben land, 17 grandchildrenand 33
Winkles and Steve Wolters. Re- great-grandchildren. The funeral
freshments were served.
was held Friday at 3:00 p.m. at
The birthday anniversariesof the the Dvkstra funeral home, with the
Misses Lilith Brouwer and Julia Rev. L. Veltkamp officiating.BuriDombos, which took place this al was in Pilgrim Home Cememonth, were celebrated at a sur- tery.
o
prise party, last Friday evening, in
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Aj business continues to improve as a
the enterpriseof our citizens and

of

result

neighborsthere
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ALCOHOL
[Bring Your Container]
Per Gallon

PRESTONE

use borrowed funds soundly and constructively.

Business firms, or individuals conducting a
business,who submit financialstatements to this

Bank

regularly are helping to prepare a future

line of credit

—

for

demonstratedability and repu-

tation are always

two of the more important

characteristicsof a welcome borrower.

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Member Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation
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GROW

ME
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Will
GIVE YOU
1
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A

STEADY
INCOME
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the

Dorn

bos home. Games were EAST

played and a two-course lunch was
served by candle light. The honored guests were presented with lovely gifts.

Per Gallon

1

chat, Mr. Grower!
You are situated right in the heart of
one of the best sugar beet sections of
a friendly

America.”

\

i
\

“Naturally, every year cannot be good for
a bumper crop. No one is blessed with
perpetual prosperity.”

\

k

your

’So get this fact firmly fixed in

i

mind: Farm incomes, like

all

other

incomes, must vary from year to year.
is controlledby weather, by sup-

\ That

demand, by management and
economic conditions.”
ply and

“Beets are hardy. They are not so sensi">
tive. They can ’take it’. For beets,
more than any other crop, take wet
weather, dry weather, hot weather
and cold weather.”

means that when you grow beets
and get up against adverse weather
conditions, you are more certain of a
good yield than you are with any

“This

other cultivated crop.”
“So,

in

conclusion, let

me

stress this, Mr.

rience shows, your soil is excellent for

Sugar

make more money."

as all authoritiesagree,
Beets, isn’t

'it

180 River

Avenue

and expe-

good business to

stick with that wliich Is best for

your

pocketbook?”
“Sugar Beets are not a surplus crop. From
the standpoint of consumption, you

\

cannot raise too manySugarBeets.The
processors will take all you produce.1
i

-

o

W.

21st St,

Phone 3926

WOMEN

THE MEN END

"o/i IJoux Stafijj"

•The

directors,officers and employees

of this bank are engaged in a ceaseless
effort to provide

banking service that will

help you and please you in every way.

They are "on your

staff”,

so to speak.

With modern facilities and
experienced banking force,

we can

serve you

well

course, that there is

GIRL IS

BRIDE OF HOLLAND MAN
' AT MARRIAGE THURSDAY

We

a trained,

we

believe

realize, of

no such thing as

"perfect” service, and that there is always

room

improvement

for

Your

attended by his
brother, Glenn Nyhuis. Both were
Vance Mape, 200 W. 12th St., dressed in dark suits.
The wedding march was played
$185; re-roof.
Neil DeJong, 492 College Ave., by Miss Marian Dozeman. A short
program was also given, followed
$200; roof.
William V&nderBaan,73 E. 13th by a three-course luncheon served
the guests.
St, $126; roof.
Bert Breuker, 140 W. 10th St,
$25; remodel.
Miss Anne Schutte was the guest
Peter Kalkman, 280 W. 21st St, of honor at a party given by her
$20; remodel.
mother, Mrs. John Schutte, at their
Fred VandenBeldt,15 W. 19th home on Rural Route No. 6. Games
St. $115; roof.
were played and a two-course lunch
Nathan VanLente, 268 W. 18th was served.
St. $100; garage.
Bert Breuker, 140 W. 10th St,
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. McLean have
$25; roof.
John Sterenberg,120 W. 14th St, returned to Holland from a fiveweek’s business trip through south$3,000;dwelling.
Comic Westrate, 341 W. 17th St, ern states.
$30; remodel.

ties it

Grower: Year after year stick to a regular planting of Sugar Beets. Sugar
Beeti are the ideal crop from which to

“But,

\

your soil those properneeds to keep it healtny and
highly productive of other crops in
proper rotation.”

beets gives to

“Just as certain sections of Louisiana are
best for raising sugar cane, your
Michii
section of Michigan
is peculiarly
adaptable for raising Sugar Beets.
Thousands of farmers— many of
them your neighbor*—find this true.”

,

Expert Tire Repairing and Vulcanizing—also Batteries

-

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Redder of Holland R. F. D. 3 was
John Worsfold,Grand Haven’s the scene of a colorful wedding on
well known honey salesman, is ob- Thursday evening. Nov. 5th, when
serving his 95th birthday anniver- their daughter. Miss Laura, became
sary at his home, 219 Fifth street the bride of Mr. Jerry Nyhuis.
The ceremony was performed by
today. Mr. Worsfold is in excellent
health and out and around every Rev. A. Jabaay, pastor of Third
which business he establishedaf- ChristianReformed Church of Zeewhic hbusiness he establishedaf- land, in the presence of fifty relatives and intimate friends. The
ter he was 80 years old.
He is well known in this section bride was attiredin a lovely gown
probably the oldest active maif'in of peach coloredbrocaded crepe and
she carried a bouquet of roses.
the entire community.
She was attended by her sister,
Miss Viola Redder, who wore rose
BUILDING PERMITS
crepe and also carried a bouquet.

The Sugar Beet’s Own Story
*

Holland Vulcanizing Co.

o-

\

V

HOLLAND

Per Gallon

CAR HEATERS

HAS 95TH BIRTHDAY

Jennie Mulder, 255
$75; enclose porch.

“Let’s have

-

$1.00

$2.70

a

will be an increasing number of opportunities to

ZERONE

criticism or approval, there-

fore, are important guiding factors.
If

you have any ideas for the better-

ment of our

service, do not hesitateto

express them.

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
HoDand, Michigan

Member Federal Reserve System

The groom was

—

The Modern

Gas Range
is

the best piece

of

cooking equipment

®!8§!f*

-

BIRTHS

Home

Comfort

Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Bouwman,
210 W. 16th St — boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben S. Carr,
Holland, Mich.-boy.
Mr. and Mrs. John William Elenbaas, 262 W. 19th St.— boy.
Mr. and Mrs. James Groters, 206
E. 16th St— Girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Leroy Johns,
INSTALL
Holland, Mich.— giri.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Maatman,
amndl Space
16 E. 18th St— gi
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Geerlings,
261 E. 14th St. — girl.
Heater and enjoy home comfort
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Kroeze,
you never dreamed possible. Ban80 E. 15th St— boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon A. Veen,
ish coal, ashes, dost, and dirt forR. No. 2, Hamilton—girl.
Mr. and Mrs. John Albert Van ever. Burns cheap furnace oil. PricHuis, 146 W. 28rd St.-girl.
ed u low as $34.50 pins tax.

Conveoience

m
M

Health

A

“QUAKER”

MARRIAGE LICENSES
Jerald S. Nyhuis, 25, Holland;
Redder, 24, Holland.
Gerrit Van Oordt 25, Spring
Lake; Genevieve Wabeke, 29, Zee-

Lawn

“When planting time comes around next
spring tee to it that Sugar Beets are
included in your crop program.”

Farmers and Manufacturers Beet Sugar
Association, Saginaw, Michigan.

It’s fast, faster

land.

for

cooking

It’s

Flexible

Robert K. Somers, 21, Holland;
Jeanette Quayle, 28, Corunna.
Donald J. Slighter,22. Holland;
Edna R. Dangremond, 22, Hamil-

You

ton.

than any other fuel

can adjust your gas flame to produce 100 different heats

Benjamin Frens, 27, Holland;
Gertrude Veldhof, 25, R. No. 1,

which no other cooking fuel can do. Your investment is

Hamilton.

lass in a

Gas Range than any other fuel*

Henry Terpstn, 28,

Holland
Twj.; Antoinette Jekel, 22, Hol-

For Reliable Year In and Year Out Profits

YOU CAN'T BEAT SUGAR BEETS
Mm

Harry Hooker. 48, Holland; Sadie
Quigley, 52, Holland. 1
Edward Zuidema, 28, Holland;
Elizabeth Leegstra, 19. Zeeland.
Albert Schdtema, 82, R. No. 8,
Holland; Agnes Wyngarden, 88, R.
No. 8, Zeeland.

,

Be
Buy

'

V.

Gas Range and do

a better cooking

job

ior less!

\
•v

Michigan Gas

2G. Stephan
Phone 5293-1

:

•

Modem

&

1

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

STATEMENT OF VOTES, GENERAL ELECTION, TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 3rd, 1336.

Mihiiaw
reived Three vote* ____

....

Total
— ................... .20980
The whole number of votes
given for the office of
.......

STATE TREASURER was
Twenty Thousand Two
Hundred Twelve

20212

_______________

and they were given for the

1

votes ____________________
11187

FREDERICK KAMFER.

BEEK

received Ninetythree Hundred Five votes....9306

Twenty

Thousand Two
Hundred Twenty-three 20223
......

and they were given for the
followingnamed persona:

of two years,
1,

commencing January

1937.

That

y Expire* Dee. 22

'

WILLIAM WILDS

DYKSTRA

MORTGAGE SALE

having

received the largeet number of
Default having been made in the
Service
votes is elected County Clerk for condition* of a certain mortgage
signed
and
executed
bv
Gertie
a
terra
of
two
years,
commencing
Eleven
Thousand
Eight
NOR was Twenty Thousand
29 Eatt 9<h Si.
ceived Eleven Thousand
Zoet, mortgagor, to the Council ef
Hundred Eighty-fourvotes 11884 January 1, 1987.
Two Hundred Sixty ..... . ..... 20260 Thirty-four votes — .......... 11034 given for the office of
PRESIDENT of the U. S.
Holland,
Michigan
That NICHOLAS SPRIETSMA Hope College, a corporation,mortand they were given for the
WILLARD ELFERDINK rewee Twenty-one Thousand
THEODORE I. FRY received
JUDGE OF PROBATE was
gagee,
of
Holland,
Michigan,
on
having
received
the
largest
number
following
named
persons:
ceived Eighty-three HunSix Hundred Forty-five.. .21646
Nine Thousand Ninety-four
Twenty Thousand Eight
LUREN D. DICKINSON redred Thirty-nine votes
8339 of votes is elected County Treas- the 10th day of October, A. D
votes -------------------9094
ALFRED M. LANDON and
Hundred Twenty-six ..........20826
urer for a term of two years, com- 1918, which said mortgagewaa received Eleven Thousand
JAMES
H.
STITES
received
and they were given for the
FRANK
received
corded in the office of the Register
mencing January 1, 1937.
Nine
Hundred
Sixty-one
Total
......................................
20223
Sixty-three votes -------------63
following named persons:
Eleven Thousand One HunThat
FRANK
BOTTJE,
having of Deeds for Ottawa county, Michvotes
......................................
11961
The
whole
number
of
votes
EDWARD ANdred Fourteen votes ..........11114
CORA VANDE WATER rereceived the largest number of igan, on the 11th day of October,
given for and against the
LEO J. NOWICKI received
DREWS receivedTwelve
D. ROOSEceived Eleven Thousand
votes is electedRegister of Deeds A. D. 1918, in Liber 96 of MortAMENDEighty-one Hundred Thir12
VELT and JOHN N. GAREight Hundred Forty-six
for a term of two years, commenc- gages on page 318, on which mortMENTS:
ty-three votes ............
8133
LAFLEUR revotes — ......
11846
NER received Ninety-five
first day
ing January 1, 1937.
Liquid, Tablets
I.
‘‘Amendment
to
permit
NAHUM
BURNETT
received
ceived Three votes ..... . ....... 3 EDWARD SOULE received
Hundred Seventy -nine
That JARRETT N. CLARK havSalve,
Lalve, Nate Drops Headache,3#
Firearmsand other DanSixty votes .......................
60 E. M. LOOSE received Five
votes
.....................
........9679
Eighty - nine Hundred
minutes
ing receivedthe largestnumber of
gerous Weapons seized outFRANK
received
votes
..... ...........
5
Eighty votes ........................8980
NORMAN
and
votes is elected Circuit Court Com- dred ten and 07/100 ($910.67)dol- Try "Rub-M
Eleven votes ...........
11 ROY F. COOK received One
side Dwellings, OutbuildGEORGE A. NELSON remissioner for a term of two years, lars and an attorney fee as proRIED received
ings and Lands closely advote .......
1
Total ...........
20826
ceived Eighty-fivevotes ...... 85
vided in said mortgage, and no suit
commencing
January 1, 1937.
Eighty-six votes _____ ___________86
jacent
thereto,
to
be
introThe whole number of votes
or proceedings at law having been ATTENTION— Stock owners.
and
That
J.
THOMAS
MAHAN
havduced
as
Evidence
in
any
Total ....... ........... ............. 20212
given for the office of
JAMES C. HORVATH reJAMES W. FORD received
institutedto recover the moneys
service riven on dead or <
ing receivedthe largest number of
Criminal Procedure was
ceived Eight votes .............. 8 The whole number of votes
PROSECUTING ATTORTen votes .... ................
10
secured by said mortgage,
hones and cows. Notify us i
votes is elected Circuit Court ComSeventeen Thousand Eight
given for the office of
E.
ELLSWORTH
NEY
was
Twenty
ThouNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
JOHN W. AIKEN and EMIL
Hundred Thirty-six ............17836 missioner for a term of two years, that by virtue of the power of sale £ANDhRl^DERtNG0 wSfi H<
AUDITOR GENERAL was
received One vote .............
1
sand Three Hundred NineF. TEICHERT received
commencing
Jan. 1, 1937.
of
which
number
EightyTwenty Thousand Eightyty-three .......
.20393
contained in said mortgageand the
Two votes .....................
2
That WILLARD B. BLOEMEN- statute in such case made and proone ...............
. .........................
20081
seven Hundred Ten votes
Total ......................................
20260
and they were given for the
D. LEIGH
and
and they were given for the
were marked YES ..............8710 DAL having received the largest vided, on Tuesday, the 22nd day of
The whole number of votes
following named persons:
6 —18664
CLAUDE A. WATSON renumber of votes is elected Coroner December, A. D. 1936, at two
following named persons:
and Ninety - one Hundred
given - for the office of
R. DETHMERS received Six votes ...» ........
6
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
for
a
term
of
two
years,
commencJOHN
J.
O’HARA
received
Twenty
six
votes
were
ceived Twelve Thousand
SECRETARY OF STATE
o’clock in the afternoon, Eastern
LEMKE and
Eleven Thousand Six Hunmarked NO ..........................
9126 ing January 1, 1937.
PROBATE COURT FOR
Four Hundred Seventy-five
was Twenty Thousand
Standard Time, the undersigned
THOMAS C. O'BRIEN reThat
GILBERT
VANDE
WATdred Forty-three votes ...... 11643
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
votes
......................................
12475
will, at the North front door of
Three
Hundred
Eightyceived Eight Hundred ForTotal ......................................
17836 ER having received the largest the Court Houae in the city of
LOUIS J. STEMPFLY refour .......................................
20384 GEORGE T. GUNDRY reAt a session of said Court
ty-nine votes ........................ 849
number of votes is elected Coroner Grand Haven, Michigan,sell at at tha Probate Office In the
ceived Eighty-two Hundred
The whole number of votes
ceived Seventy-nine Hunand they were given for the
for a term of two years, commenc- public auction to the highest bid- of Grand Haven in the aid O
Ninety-five votes ................8295
given for and against the
following named persons:
dred Eighteen votes ............ 7918
Total ...............
21645
ing January 1, 1937.
LESLIE
H.
KAY
received
ORVILLE
E.
ATWOOD
reder the premises described in said on the 7th day of Nov. A.D.t
AMENDThe whole number of votes
That FRED VAN WIEREN hav- mortgage for a sum sufficient to
Fifty-eight votes .............
58
Total
...............
20393
ceived
Twelve
Thousand
MENT:
given for the officeof GOVPresent, Hon. CORA VAN I
ing receivedthe largest number of pay the principsland interest, toThe whole number of votes
MILTON SCHUNK received
Three Hundred Thirty-nine
II. “Amendment to require
WATER, Judge of Probate.
ERNOR was Twenty Thouvotes
is
elected
Drain
CommisSeventy-six
votes
................
76
given
for
the
office
of
gether
with
all
interest
and
legal
votes ........
12339
Laws permitting Counties
sand Nine Hundred
In the Matter of the Estate
sioner for a term of two years costs and charges, the premises bewas Twenty
THOMAS RADO received Six
to Incorporate;and, on apEighty ....................................
20980 LEON D. CASE receivedSevAugust Landwehr,Mentally
commencing January 1, 1937.
votes ........................
.............
0
Thousand Eight Hundred
ing described as follows:
enty-eight Hundred Nineproval by majoritiesof cerand they were given for the
competent.
That CARL T. BOWEN having
Fifty-eight............................
20858
All that part of Lot fourteen
ty-one votes ..........................
7891 STANLEY B. NILES retain specifiedElectors to
following named persons:
Louise Landwehr having filed
received
the
largest
number
of
(14)
of
Block
thirty-six
(86)
in
and
they
were
given
for
the
received
adopt
a
Charter."
was
Sevceived Three votes .............. 3
FRANK D. FITZGERALD
said Court her petition pra; ‘
votes
is
elected
County
Surveyor
following
named
persons:
the
city
of
Holland,
bounded
on
the
Eighty
votes
........................
80
enteen Thousand Four
C. THOMPSON rereceived Twelve Thousand
that she as Guardian be authoi
JOSEPH GEMINDER reHundred Thirty-seven ..... 17437 for a term of two years commepc- north, south and east sides by the
ceived None votes .............. 0 FRANK VAN ETTA received
Hundred Thirty
ing January 1, 1937.
north, south and east lines of said to sell certain insurance
ceived Six votes ..........
6
of which number Fifty-four
votes ...........
12230
Twelve Thousand Five
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We Lot, and on the west by a line belonging to laid estate;
MILTON E. SCHERER reTotal ......................................
20081
votes were
FRANK MURPHY received
Hundred Thirty - three
It is Ordered. Thst the 8th
have
hereunto set our hands and parallel with the weat line of said
ceived
Fifty-eight
votes
...
68
The
whole
number
of
votes
marked YES ..... . .................5400
Eighty-fiveHundred Fortyvotes ....................................
..12533
of December, A. D., 1986, at
affixed
the
Seal
of
the
Circuit
lot
and
fifty-six
(56)
feet
cast
JOHN
MICHOFF
received
given for the office of JUSthree votes .... ..................
_... 8543
and Twelve ThousandThirWALTER LEHMAN received
o’clock in the forenoon,at said
Court for the County of Ottawa therefrom.
Four votes ............................
4
TICE OF THE SUPREME
ty-sevenvotes were marked
JOHN MONARCH received
Eighty-two Hundred FiftyAlso, that part* of Lot fifteen bate office, be and Is hereby
this 9th dav of November in the
COURT (To fill Vacancy)
Sixty-two votes ..................
62 JAY W. SLAUGHTER reNO
........................................
12037
five votes .....................
8255
year one thousand nine hundred (15) in said Block, bounded on the pointed for hearing said petit
ceived Two votes ................ 2
was Twenty Thousand
PHILIP RAYMOND received
RAINS received
thirty-six.
north, south and west sides by the
It
Further Ordered, 7
Sixteen votes ....... ...............16 ROSCOE CONKLING FITCH
Fourteen...............
20014
Total ................. ...............
17437
Seventy votes ......................
70
received Four votes .........
4
CORA VANDE WATER, north, south and west lines of said public notice thereof be given
SIMEON P. MARTIN reand they were given for the
The whole number of votes
lot, and on the east side by a line publicationof a copy of tni*
FRED DEN HERDER,
following named persons:
ceived One Hundred Twengiven for and against the
Total ......................................
20858
parallel with the west line of said for three successive weeks y.
Total ...........
20384 HARRY S. TOY received
WILLIAM
WILDS,
ty-two votes .... ......
122
AMENDThe whole number of votes
The whole number of votes
Board of County Canvassers. lot and seven and one-half (7ty)
Eleven ThousandFive HunCLAYTON O’DONOHUE reMENT:
given for the office of
ft. east therefrom, situate in the
given for the office of
Attest: WILLIAM WILDS.
ceived Two votes ..................2
dred Seventy-nine votes ....11579
COUNTY
was
III. "Amendment providing
city of Holland, Ottawa County, printed and circulated in a
ATTORNEY
Clerk of the Board of County
RAY T. FULLER received
BERT D. CHANDLER refor
Exempting
Certain
ArTwenty Thousand Four
Michigan.
was Twenty Thousand One
county
Canvassers.
Two votes ... .................
2
ceived Eighty-threeHunHundred Eleven ..................
20411
ticlesof Food and Prepared
Dated: This 19th day of SeptemHundred Forty-one ............
20141
CORA VANDE WATER.
CHARLES F.
reCORA
VANDE
WATER,
dred Fifty-seven ....... . ......... 8357
and they were given to the
Meals from the Sales Tax
and they were given for the
Judge of Probata,
GEORGE E. GULLEN reChairman of Board of ber, A. D. 1986.
following
named
persons:
was
Nineteen
Thousand
COUNCIL OF HOPE
following named persons:
true copy:
ceived Seventy-eight votes 78 WILLIAM WILDS received
County Canvassers.
Two
Hundred
Twenty-six
19226
COLLEGE,
DAVID H. CROWLEY reHarriet Swart,
Twelve Thousand Three
of which number FortyMortgagee.
ceived Eleven Thousand
Register of Probata.
Total ....................
20014
Expires
Nov.
28—16421
Hundred Thirty-sixvotes .12336 nine Hundred Nineteen
Lokker and Den Herder,
Five Hundred Thirty-seven
WM. VALKEMA, Prop.
The whole number of votes
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
BITTNER
revotes
were
marked
YES
.... 4919
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee.
11537
given for the office of
General
Delco Batteries votes ...».................................
Expires Dm. 6-16420
FHE PROBATE COURT FOR Business Address:
ceived Seventy-nine Hunand Fourteen Thousand
RAYMOND W. STARR reUNITED STATES SENASTATE OF MICHIGAN
THE
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
Road Service Telephone 2729
dred
Ninety-four
votes
...... 7994
Three
Hundred
Seven
votes
Holland, Michigan.
ceived Eighty-fourHunTOR waa Twenty Thousand
The Probate Court for the
At a sessionof said Court, held
IDA VAN ZOEREN received
were marked NO ................
14307
Vulcanizing 50 W. 8th St
dred Forty-nine votes ........ 8449
Six Hundred Ninety-one .. .20691
of Ottawa
at
the
Probate
Offlte
in
the
City
Eighty-one votes ................81
reUsed Tires — All Sizes— Real Buys EMANUEL
and they were given for the
Expires Dec. 26.
At t session of said Court lu
of Grand Haven in said County,
Total
......................................
19226
ceived Sixty-fourvotes ...... 64
following named persons:
MORTGAGE SALE
at the Probate Office in the City
on the 6th day of November,A.D.,
Total
......................................
20411
FLOYD MC DONNELL reThe whole number of votes
WILBER M. BRUCKER re’936.
Default having been made in Grand Haven in ths laid Cou
The whole number of votes
ceived Thirteen votes ........ 13
given for and against the
ceived Eleven Thousand
Ottawa hreshnent Corp. GOTTLOB
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- the conditionsof a certain Mort- the 10th dav of Nov. A. D.. ]
given
for
the
office
of
C. LEIBRAND reAMENDThree Hundred Forty-five
gage made by John Buy* and James
ter, Judge of Probate.
Preaent Hon. Cora Vande Wi
TREASURER
MENT:
votes ...........
11345
Bond? ceived Seventy-four votes.. 74
In the Matter of the Estate of Buys of the City of Grand Rapids, Judge of Probata, i
was
Twenty
Thousand
Six
EDITH WALZEL received
IV. "An AmendmentProhibPRENTISS M. BROWN reMichigan, to Isaac Kouw, of the
John B. Nykerk, Deceased.
In the Matter of the Estate
Hundred Twenty-five ..... 20625
Three votes ..................
3
iting, After December 31,
ceived Eighty-four Hundred
Shares in Local CorpoVictor W. Cherven, Deceased.
CorneliusJ. Dregman, having fil- City of Holland, Michigan, dated
and
they
were
given
for
the
CHARLES L. BARTLETT
1937,
All
Real
and
PersonNinety votes ........................
8490
It appearing to the court that
ed his petition, praying that an in- the 27th day of January, 1927, and
following named persons:
receivedOne vote ................ 1 ROY E. MATHEWS received
rations Bought and Sold
al Property Taxes, except
strument filed in said Court be ad- recorded In the office of the Regis- time for presentationof daima
JOHN H. DEN HERDER reto Meet Existing IndebtedFifty votes ........................... 50
mitted to Probate as the last will ter of Deeds for the County of Ot- gainst said estate should be lim
ceived Ten Thousand One
Total
.......
20141 LAWRENCE
ness; Prohibiting New LirePhovtt 4234
Hundred
Fifty-one
votes
....10151
and testament of said deseased and tawa and State of Michigan, on the and that a time and place be
The whole number of voltes
cense Taxes Upon the Ownceived Nine votes ...» ...........9
NICHOLAS
SPRIETSMA
rethat administrationof said estate 10th day of February, 1927, in Li- pointed to receive, examine and
given for the office of
PtoplasBank Bldg, Holland,Micb
ership, Possession or Use
RALPH NAYLOR received
ber 134 of Mortgages, on page just all claims and demands aga
ceived Ten ThousandThree
be
granted to himselfor some other
of Real and Personal PropTwo votes ..............................
2
657, which said mortgage was as- said deceased by and before
Hundred Twenty votes ..... .10320
suityble person.
erty; Permitting the TaxaALBERT B. SHELDON resigned by said Isaac Kouw to Hol- court:
EARL FEENSTRA received
It is Ordered. That the 8th day
tion of Income from Propceived Three votes .............. 3
land City State Bank a corpora- It is Ordered, Thst creditors
HAVEN
One
Hundred Fifty-three
of
December,
A.
D„
1936
at
ten
erty Uniformlywith Other
EDWARD
N. LEE received
votes ....... ......... ..........- ....... 1^8
WESTERN MICHIGAN’S SMARTEST EVENING
A. M., at said Probate Office is tion of the City of Holland, Otta- said deceased are required to
Income; and Providing
None votes ............................
0
wa Countv Michigan, on the seventh sent their claims to said con.,
JOHN
H.
MEYER
received
hereby appointed for hearing said
RENDEVOUS
That the Moneys from InLOUIS B.
received
day of May, 1927, which assign- said Probate Office on or before
\
One
vote ................................
*
come Taxes shall be DisSeven Hundred Ninety-two
ment was recorded on May 9th, llth day of March, A.D„ 1987,
It is Further Ordered, That pubtributed Among Local
votes .....................
792
1927, in the office of the Register ten o'clock In the forenoon,
Total ..............- .....................
20625
lic notice thereof be given by pubUnits of Government withof Deeds for said County of Ot- time and place being hereby
The whole number of votes
lication of a copy of this order, for
Total ....... . .............................
20691
in the State in a manner
given for the office of
three successiveweeks previous to tawa in Liber 141 of Mortgages pointed for the examination
The whole number of votes
later to be provided by law:
REGISTER
OF
said day of hearing,in the Holland on page 197, and which said mort- adjustmentof all daima and
SUPPER
given for the office of
wap Eighteen Thousand
was Twenty Thousand and
Citv News, a newspaper printed gage was assigned by said Holland mands against said deceased.
REPRESENTATIVE IN
Four Hundred Ninety-nine 18499
City State Bank to the Holland It is Further Ordered, That r_
and circulated in said county.
Five Hundred Seven ..........20507
FAMOUS FOR OUR FOOD AND MIXED DRINKS
CONGRESS was Twenty
of which number ThirtvCity DepositorsCorporation, of lie notice thereof be given by pu
and they were given for the
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER.
Thousand Nine Hundred
four Hundred Sixty-eight
DANCING EVERY NITE with
following named persons:
Judge of Probate. Holland, Michigan, on the 15th day lication of a copy of this order i
Eighty-three .......
........... 20983
were marked YES ..............3468 A true copy.
of January, 1934, which said assign- three successireweeks previous
BOB FAIRBANKS OUTSTANDING MUSIC
FRANK
BOTTJE
received
and they were given for the
and FifteenThousandThirment was recorded in the officeof said day of hearing,in the Rolls
HARRIET SWART,
Eleven Thousand Eight
We have opened a new private dining room, made
following named persons:
the Register of Deeds for said City News a newspaper printed
Register of Probate.
Hundred Sixty-fourvotes....H864 ty-one votes were marked
especiallyfor your party or banquet
CARL E. MAPES received
NO ..........................................
15031
County of Ottawa, on the 27th day circulated in said county.
HAROLD
BOVEN
received
Eleven ThousandFive HunExpires Nov. 28—16253
of August 1936, in Liber 180 of
CORA VAN DE WA1 .
Eighty-six Hundred Fortydred Four votes
...............
11504
Totel ....................................
18499
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mortgages on page 2, said mortJudge of Probat
three votes ............................
8M3
THOMAS F. MC ALLISTER
STATE OF MICHIGAN, )
THE PROBATE COURT FOk gage having been given as security A true copy:
received Eighty-five Hun)SS.
THE
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
for part of the purchase price of
Harriet Swart,
Total ...........- .........................
20507
dred Three votes .....
....... 8503
COUNTY OF OTTAWA J
At a session of said Court, held at the premMes described therein, on
Register of Probate.
The whole number of votes
FLOYD L. YEOMANS reWe do hereby certify that the the Probate Office in the City a which Mortgage there is claimed
given for the officeof CIRceived Fifty-eightvotes .... 58
foregoing is a correct stateroent of Grand Haven in the said County to be due at the date of this noExpires Feb. 1st
CUIT COURT COMMISEUGENE TEN BRINK rethe votes in the County of Ottawa on the 4th day of Nov., A.D. 1936. tice, for principal and interest, the
MORTGAGE SALE
SIONERS was Thirty-nine
ceived Thirty-seven votes. .. 37
for the offices named in such statePresent,Hon. Cora Vande Water sum of $27,536.67, and the sum of
Thousand Eight Hundred
Default having been made
CLARENCE
A. FORD reJudge of Probate.
$810.44 for taxes paid on said the conditionsof a certain __
Nine ...» ..........- .......................
39809 ment for the persons designated
Coal,
ceived One vote ...............
1
therein, at the General Election,
In the Matter of the Estate of property and the further sum of gage dated the 22nd day of At
and they were given for the
VELDMAN reThe Best Fuel— The Best Service
held on Tuesday, the third day of
Vivian and Norma Markvluwer, Thirty Five Dollars,as Attorneys' ust, 1935, executed by Henry
following named persons:
ceived Eight Hundred
November, in the year one thousfees, making the whole amount Meyer and Celestia M.
s
JARRETT
N.
CLARK
reEighty votes ........................880
and nine hundred thirty-six.
claimed to be due at the date of husband and wife, as moi
ceived Eleven Thousand
William
Markvluwer
having
filIN WITNESS WHEREOF, We
this notice, to-wit, the sum of to The Hudsonville State __
Four Hundred Thirteen
ed in said court his petition, prayTotal .......................
- .............
20983
Twenty Eight Thousand Three Michigan Corporation of Hud
votes ......................................
11413 have hereunto set our hands and
The whole number of votes
caused to be affixed the seal of the ing for license to sell the interest Hundred Eighty Two and 11/100 ville, Michigan, as mortgagee,
THOMAS MAHAN received
28th SL and Lincoln Ave^ Holland, Mich.
given for the office of
Circuit Court for the County of Ot- of said estate in certainreal estate Dollars, to which amount will be
Ten
Thousand
Nine
Hunwhich said mortgagewas
BRANCH OFFICE-SUPERIORCIGAR STORE-PHONE 9533
therein described,
SENATOR was
added at the time of sale all taxes in the office ol
dred Forty-four votes ........ 10944 tawa this 9th day of November in
Register
Twenty Thousand Three
It is Ordered, That the 1st day and insurance that may be paid by
the year one thousand nine hunPETER FREESE received
Hundred Seven ...» ...............
20307
of December, A. D., 1936 at ten the said assignee of Mortgage be- Deeds of Ottawa County,
dred
thirty-six.
Eighty-five Hundred Thirgan, on the 28th day of
and they were given for the
o’clock in the forenoon,at said pro- tween the date of this notipe and
FRED DEN HERDER,
ty-four votes ........................
8534
1935, in Liber 167 of
following named persons:
bate
office,
be
and
is
hereby
apthe time of said sale; and no proWILLIAM WILDS,
HENRY VAN NOORD, Jr.,
on Page 62; and which said moi
reCORA VANDE WATER, pointed for hearing said petition ceedings at law having been insti- gage was by The Hudson1 '*
received Eighty-nine Hunceived Eleven Thousand
Board of County Canvassers. and that all persons interestedin tuted to recover the debt now re- State Bank duly assigned to
dred Eighteen votes .......... 8918
Three Hundred Eighty
said estate appear before said maining secured by said Mortgage, thur Cheyne and Mabelle
Attest: WILLIAM WILDS,
votes ......................................
11380
court, at said time and place, to or any part thereof, whereby the husband and wife, said
Total
...........
39809 Clerk of Board of County
EARNEST C. BROOKS reCanvassers.
show cause why a licenseto sell power of sale contained in said ment being recorded in liber
The whole number of votes
ceived Eight Thousand
STATE OF MICHIGAN, 1
the interest of said estate in said Mortgage has become operative; of Mortgages, on Page 88, in i
given
for
the
office of
Eight Hundred Thirty-three
Now Therefore,Notice is Hereby Register of Deeds office; and
) SS.
real estate should not be granted;
DRAIN
COMMISSIONER
votes _______ ______ - ..............
- ....... 8833
Given that by virtue of the power
COUNTY
OF OTTAWA j
waa
Twenty
Thousand
Two
assignees of mortgageehaving
It
is Further Ordered, That pubCLAUDE VAN DYKE reHEREBY CERTIFY that he notice thereof be given by pub- of sale contained in said Mortgage ected to declare the whole amm
Hundred Ninety-eight .......20298
ceived Ninety-four votes .... 94
the foregoing is a correct tran- lication of a copy of this order once and in pursuanceof the statute due because of defaultsin
and they were given for the
script of the statement of the each week for three successive in such case made and provided, payments;and whereby the
following named persons:
Total
........
20307
VAN
WIEREN
reBoard of County Canvassersof weeks previousto said day of hear- the said Mortgage will be fore- of sale contained in said ______
The whole number of votes,
the County of Ottawa of the votes ing in the Holland City News, a closed by a sale o
ceived
Twelve
Thousand
haa become operative,and no
given for the office of
thereindescribedor so much there•iven in such County for the of- newspaper printed and circulated
Six Hundred Sixty - one
or proceeding at law having b
REPRESENTATIVE IN
of as may be necessary,at public
votes ......................................
12661 ces named in said statement and in said county.
institutedto recover the debt
LEGISLATURE
auction, to the highest bidder,at
CHARLES
CLAYTON
refor the persons designated therein,
cured by said mortgage,or
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER
was Twenty ThousandFour
the north front door of the Court
ceived Seventy-sixHunat the General Election, held on the
Judge of Probate. House in the City of Grand Haven, part thereof, and there i* di ____ _
Hundred Forty-two ............
20442
dred Thirty-seven votes 7637 Third day of November, 1936 so A true copy:
to be due on the date hereof ft
and they were given for the
and County of Ottawa, Michigan,
far as it relatesto the votes cast
Harriet Swart,
principal,interest and at ______
following named persons:
that being the place for holding the
Total ........ . ..........................
20293 for said office as appears from the
fees provided in said mortgage,
Register of Probate.
NELSON A. MILES, reCircuit Court in and for said CounThe whole number of votes
sum of $1,062.03;
original statement on file in the
ceived Eleven Thousand
ty, on Tuesday the fifth day of
given for the office of
office of the County Clerk:
NOW THEREFOR, notice is ht
One Hundred Thirty-seven
January
1937,
at
10
o’clock in the
CORONERS was FortyIN WITNESS WHEREOF, We
Expires Nov. 28—16208
forenoon of said day, and said by given that pursuant to the si
Thousand Four Hundred
have hereunto set our hands and
ute and said power of sale in
STATE OF MICHIGAN
LASTING AS THE STARSI
Seventy-nine ....... ...............
40479 affixed the seal of the Circuit The Probate Court for the Coun- premises will be sold to pay the mortgage contained,for the .
amount
so
as
aforesaid then due
and they were given for the
Court for the County of Ottawa ty of Ottawa.
on said Mortgage together with pose of satisfyingthe sum due
following named persons:
this 9th day of November in the
At a session of said Court, held six per cent interest, legal costs, said mortgage, the costs and chai
WILLARD B. BLOEMENyear one thousand nine hundred at the Probate Office in the City Attorneys’ fees and also any taxes cs of said sale, and any taxes ai
received Twelve
thirty-six.
of Grand Haven in the said Coun- and insurance that said assignee insurance premiums paid by
Thousand Two Hundred
WILLIAM WILDS,
ty, on the 4th day of November, of Mortgage does pay on or prior assignees of mortgageebefore
Fifty-aeven votes ..........._...12267
County Clerk. A. D., 1936.
to the date of said sale; which said date of the sale, the said m<
GILBERT VANDE WATER
CORA VANDE WATER,
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water, premises are describedin said will be foreclosedby sale __ ,
received Eleven Thousand
Chairman of the Board of Judge of Probate.
premises to the highest bidder
Mortgage as follows, to-wit:
Nine Hundred Seventy-five
County Canvassers.
In the Matter of the Estate of
People who have tasted PATRICK
No.
1. The South West fraction- public auctionor vendue on the 1
votes* .... ...............
»...11975 STATE OF MICHIGAN, }
Egbert Maatman, Deceased.
al quarter (8W Frl %) of Section day of February, 1937, at three
are not asking “when real beer la coming
NELSON H. CLARK received
1 SS.
It appearingto the court that Twenty-one(21) Township Six (6) clock in the afternoon of said
Eighty - one Hundred
COUNTY OF OTTAWA J
the time for presentationof claims North, Range Sixteen (16) West. at the north front door of the cl
They know the time haa come
Eighty-six votes
...... «... 8186
The Board of County Canvassers against said estete should be lim- ______
No. 2. The North fractional half house in the city of Grand Has
when they can get a fully-aged,fine, hopCHARLES E. LONG received
of Ottawa County having ascer- ited, and that a time and place be (N. fr’l tt) of the North West Ottawa County, Michigan, that .
Eight Thousand Sixty-one
tained and canvassed the votes of apjminted to receive, examine and fractional quarter (NW fr’l >4) ing the place of holding the C
flavored brew that rivals the beet of the
votes ...............
8061
the several Wards and Townships
cult Court for the said County
all claims and demands a- of Section Twenty-eight (28)
been that were sold 25
ago,
of said County, at the General gainst said deceaaed by and before Township Six (6) North, Range Ottawa. Said premisesbeing
Total
_____________
40479
PATRICK
is mellow— IPs brewed
Election, held on Tuesday, the said court:
Sixteen (16) West, excepting the scribed as follows:
Moat beautiful trflmte to one de- The whole number of votes
The following described
Third Day of November, A. D.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof East Three Hundred Fifty-five (E
from the finest malt, hops and spring water
given for the office of
and premises, situated
said deceased are required to pre- 865) feet thereof, all in the TownCOUNTY SURVEYOR was
parted Is the offering that expects
and then naturally aged. Call your dealer
Townships of Georgetown
DO HEREBY CERTIFY AND DE- sent their claims to said court at ship of Port Sheldon, County of
Tallmadge,County of
said Probate Office on or before Ottawa and State of Michigan.
TERMINE:
for a case today— or go to the tavern disno reward save its own evidence
State of Michigan, viz:
That Nelson A. Miles, having re- the 3rd day of March, A. D., 1937,
Dated October fifth. 1936.
playing the sign—
sixty acres of the
ceived the largestnumber of votes at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
Holland City Depositors Corporof lastingworth. Whether simple
quarter of Section 3,
epresis electedRepresentative
in State time and place being hereby ap- ation, Assignee of Mortgage.
North, Range 13 West
Legislature
lature (Ottawa District).
pointed for the examinationand
Elbern Parsons,
or imposing In character,memorial
adjustmentof all claims and deThe Soilth twenty
ANDE WATER
\
That CORA VANDE
Attorney for Assignee
ig receivedthe largest number mands against said deceased.
Southwestfractional
Mortgage,
bavin
problems of yonn become ours
Section 85, Town 7
It is Further Ordered, That pubotes is
is electedJudge of ProBusiness Address,
of votes
13 West or as
from the day yon commit ns.
Holland, Michigan.
bate for a term of four years, com- lic notice thereofbe given by publication of a copy of this order for
ing west of
mencing January 1, 1937.
Dated No
That
R. DETHMERS, three successiveweeks previous to
Attorneys-at
DwtributedBy
MONUMENT WORKS
having received the largest number said day of hearing, in the Holof votes is elected Prosecuting At- land City News, a newspaper printBlock north and half Mock
Office-overFirst State
torney for a term of two yean, ed and circulatedin said county.
CORA VANDE WATER, Judge
weat of Worm Friend Tavern
commencing January 1, 1937.
Bank
Attorneys
That FRANK VAN ETTA hav- of Probate;
PHONE 4284
A true copy:
Holland,Michigan
ing receivedthe largestnumber of
Harriet
v
votes is electedSheriff for a term
w.:
Register of Probate.
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to the state highway department them are circulatedhere through clock. Approximately60 employes,
A simple wedding took place last shal be free and another shall be protactedthe slave. Paul knew this.
Allegan County Newt
for use in a winter map. The nega- the state library for the blind at a number of whom have been with
Tuesday at the home of Mr. and a slave Only man himself can But be does not proceed upon tho 5
tive of the picture chosen must be Saginaw, which ia a branch of the the hotel from 8 to 11 years, with
Among the many from Ganges Mrs. John Veldhof of East Sauga- enslave himself and then he does basis of rights and guarantees. He
availableto use the picture in the Congressional library. Records are their wives and friends were guests
*, Ge
Gertrude, it through sinning. Sin binds shac- appeals to Philemon on the ground
who
have returned from northern tuck when their daughter,
map.
circulated in the same manner that of Howard Lillard, tavern manabecame the bride of Benjamin kles around the souls of men.
Michigan
hunting
deer
an
Albert
of his goodness and ao he asks
City Clerk Oscar Peterson left books are through other libraries. ger, at a venison dinner. Mr. LilFrens, son of Mr. and Mra.i. JT!
J.Frena Now Paul recognised all this. him to mow his great goodness in
In
addition to providingtalking ian! returned, Monday, with an 8- and Roy Nye, Niel and Harley of
Friday
with
his
son-in-law,
E.
ElHolland.
......
.. The Rev. H. Brouwer
Doctors M. A. Boom, J. G. Huizmachines to blind people, the Lions point buck which he shot on the Wright, Belboume Wing,. Chester of Grand Rapids, brother-in-lawof He did not write outright against dealing with Onesimus.He sends
inga and A. Leenhouts attended a wood of Lansing, to visit his brothslavery, but no single document Onesimus back on the basis of
Carver,
Henry
Dykhuis,
Herman
club
has
also
provided
them
with
opening day of the season. Ten
meeting of Southwestern Michigan er, John Peterson,at Barker Creek
Remink, Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Broe, the groom performed the single- has had more influence than his Christian love and he expects him
white canes in this locality.
guests of the taveYn volunteered
ring ceremony.Mrs. Julius Lugten, letter to Philemon in making slavtriological society at the University about 200 miles north of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
i Wade, Sam
to he received on the same basH.
Rein Voss, 67, of 200 East 27th to serve the group of 100 employcousin of the bride played Lonen ery an outlaw in our
of Michigan hospital in Ann Arbor. Clerk Peterson will stay until after
ir dvilzation.
dvilsa
What a cold letter Paul would have
Thanksgivingday and do some St., was assessed a Ane of |50 and es and friends. The program of Russell, Holly Wolfgang, Lloyd grin’s Wedding March
arch as the
th bridal As one has put is, "The letter to
Hamlin
and “Peg” Trumble.
been compelled to write if he had
Congressman Carl Mapes called hunting on the side.
costs of 44.16 and sentenced to 10 singing, tap dancing and a mock
party assembled. Hie bride was at- Philemon is the trunk of the tree
• • •
written it on the mere basis of
Jews the
upon the Holland City Ne'
tired in brown crepe trimmed with whose branches were Lincoln’s EmA son was born to Mr. and Mrs. days in the county jail Friday trial was arrangedby Mrs. Betty
one man’s ordinary relation to anUtter part of the week.
The Saugatuck post office will be silver. She was attended by her
Dick lienters, 13 East 16th St., morning when arraigned before Cherven and Neil Webb. Herman
ancipationProclamation.” How other. He could have expected noA new schedule of office hours named Dick, Jr.
Justice John Galien on a charge Bittner presided as toastmaster. open until 10:00 in the morning on sister,Miss Delia Veldhof, who true this it It is a far cry from
thing from Philemon. He could not
ThanksgivingDay for the usual wore dark green crepe. Gerrit
in which the Ottawa county ERA
of drunk driving. An additional
this letter to Lincoln's immortal have asked wisely anything of
Donald Ver Hey of 36 East 26th
distributionof the mail.
office in the city hall will be open
term of 60 days must be served if
Frens,
the
groom’s
brother,
perVAN
LEEUWEN
REUNION
document,
but
great
ideas
work
St., will be crippledfor a time beOnesimus.
to the public has been placed in
the Ane and costa are not paid.
formed the duties of best man. Fol- slowlv in the human mind and vast
cause of a sprained ankle.
effect.The hours now are Monday,
December 4 will be drama day at lowing the ceremony, a two-course social changes come by slow stag- The spirit of this beautifuland
Voss was arrested by Officer Peter (SaugatuckCommercialRecord)
Holland will be the meeting place Bontekoe.
tender letter has a wider applica1-4; Tuesday, 9-12 and 1-3; Wedthe Saugatuck Woman's Club in lunch was served to the immediate es.
Honoring the annual return of
tion than to mere slavery. It
nesday, 1-4; Thursday, 9-12 and for a group of Scout executivesof
Rev. Clyde H. Wilcox was the Earl Van Leeuwen, governmenten- charge of Mrs. G o r d o n Hoffman. relatives by Mrs. Julius Lugten
It is a very significant fact that emphasizes for us in these modern
and Indiana, Dec. 4, it
Crow.
1-3; Friday, 1-4; and Saturday the Michigan
and Mrs. Jerry Lohman, cousins of
-- _______ j lvjj,.,, k„
p tfuwt speaker at the Philathea tomologistof Yakima, Wash., when Hostess, Mrs. •Dale
Paul did more for Onesimus and days that a Christian is expected
• •
office is closed all day.
the bride. The couple left on a
November comes, the Van Leeuwen
had more influence upon Philemon to treat his fellow men with more
abort
wedding
trip
and
after
their
Among
the
hunters
of
Saugatuck
The Rev. and Mrs. J. H. S'haal
home on Holland St., which was
1 ^ctThet„f
by his tactfuland gracious letter considerationand greater kindness
return
will
make
their
home
on
who
have
returned
from
deer
of Kalamazoovisited Mr. and Mrs.
purchased60 years ago by Marthan if he had taken Philemon to than the mere man of the world
West
17th
st.
iting
in
Dick Hamberg, 3o East 24th St. F. J. Geiger, Elkhart, Ind., execu- the husbands of the members of the tinus and Marguerita Van Leeuwen, hunting in northern Michigan are
task for having slaves and de- is— the mere man of the world
followin
Mrs. Elizabeth Kolvoord, ajr "0, tive, who was the first executive class and the program “The MArch
manded the immediate release of who has no love in his philosophy
formerly a resident of Ham.. Lon, of this ana 10 years ago. D. M. of Time" was put on by the men
ige _______
„ the runaway slave. Where men are and no fine impulses in his naMarriage
licenses ________
returned to
died at her home in Allegan, Wed- Kamsey,
Allegan County Clerk Warner dur- deeplv conscious of Christian frat- ture. He goes on the principle
Ramsey, regional
regions! bcoui
Scout executive and a mock trial by the ladies. Mr.
nesday evening. She was formerly from Chicago, will preside at the and Mrs. Fred Stcketee,formerly
ing the last week Include those is- ernity they can not long remain that every man for himself and the
of Allegan, are members of the
a school teacher in Allegan. Sur- meeting
sued to Harry William Nye, Fenn- far apart in their recognition of other man must take care of himmeeting which will be held in
viving are her husband; one son, Warm Friend tavern. Executives group. — Allegan News.
festivitiesin keeping with the
_
____ no
ville, and Alice Ekdahl, Saugatuck; their individualrights.
. I
have
• • »
self. If he has got into trouble *V
l^on ; and two grandchildren. from Battle Creek, I^insing, MusDr. Wynand Wichers, president Thanksgiving season,was a dinner
Marion Raymond Jaragosky and doubt Onesimus remained a slave or if he has a hard time in this
A few cases of scarlet fever scat- Violet Viola Terpenning.both of in the household of Philemon, but world that is his bad luck.
Services were held Saturday at Al- kegon, Grand Rapids, St. Josoph of Hope College addressed the Hope of goose on Sunday, being served
tered over Allegan county are re Fennville; Carl Max Kling and what a differencein the master’s
legan.
and South Bend, Ind., arc expected. Church Men’s club at a meeting bv Mrs. Ray Hale, assisted by Mrs.
How often we hear this sentifollowing the monthly dinner, last E. H. Kincaid, the tables being ported by Dr. M. B. Beckett,county Irma Belle Rowe, both of Otsego; ruling and what a difference in ment in these days. It would be
Millard Volkema of Waukazoo
Continuing their program of aid
department
centered
with
bowls
of
fall
Aowers.
health
director.
The
Clinton Arthur Smith and Mrs. Lil- the slave's service. Onesimus could well if every man could read this
Wednesday, in the church parlors
can boast of a banner hunting trip
to the blind, members of the Hol- at which he gave a graphic pic- Those attending from Grand Rap- ' ?ntire number, Dr. Beckett stated, lian Russell Titus both of Otsego; have refused to go back on the
this year. He returned from a huntletter to Philemon carefully and
and | land Lions club provided three new ture of affairs in Europe, telling ids were Mr. and Mrs. £. H. Kin- '8 no more than is usually to be Donald B. Nisbet and Margaret H. ground of absolute fear of what
ing trip near Luther, Mich
thoughtfully once a month. If its
machines for four,0f preparation being made by caid, Mr. and Mrs. Mallory Kin- found at this time of year. Early DeLano, both of Otsego; George would happen to him at the hands spirit could be made to dominate
brought with him a 186-pound, 8- talking
Wo*i
normnnv
f nr
wnr
t h n
Tinli.
caid;
Byron
Center,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1 ^Ptoms
of
the
disorder
are
sore
blind
people
in
Holland
! Nazi'
Germany
for
of
a
hurt
master.
Having
his
slave
Albert Fletcher, Plainwell, and
war, the Italipoint buck and a red fox. Brother
the spirit of man what a different
land. The new
electrically-operated
| an situatj0n, Engli
. . .
England’s policy and E. Bekken; Holland, Mr. and Mrs. throat, fever, and rash. The patient Betty Marie Leonard, Otsego; Merle back, Philemon could have visited world we would have. The way
Clifton, who left with Volkema on
machines which play recordingsof [ the M[ng of tengion which is fe|t John Bekken and children. Beatrice who displays such symptoms, Dr. Eugene Dresselhouse, Manchester, any punishment upon him he pleasthe trip, returned without his deer.
to get that spirit is to let Christ
Siz more Holland hunters have novels and various literary works throughout Europe. Prof. Milton and Martin, Miss Kathleen Van Ho<*ett warned, should be kept and Vivian Annabel Nye, Fennville; ed and the law would not have rule.
and treated by the family Howard Lee Shafer, Moline, and
returned from the northern part of were delivered to Miss Eva Burton L. Hinga, president of the club, Leeuwen; Gibson, Mr. and Mrs. I
of 271 West 10th St., Mrs. Grace presided. Vocal solos were given by Mart Knoll; Ganges, Mrs. Neal Van physician who should be called as Enid Timmons, Hart; Julius Francis
the state with three deer in the
Jacobusse of 495 Harrison Ave., Louis Jalving accompaniedby 01- Leeuwen; Muskegon, Miss Sadie ! quickly as possible.
Walters, Holland, and Dorothy
bag. In the party were Andrew
Moorman, Grandville.
Klomparens, Elton Gogolin, Dr. and the Misses Grace and Mar- in Van Lare. A division of the Kieman; Elkhart. Ind., Mr. and
William Westrate, Major Henry garet Rookus of 220 North State Aid Society headed by Mrs. I^w- Mrs. L. E. Randolph;Saugatuck,
Edward Foster had the distincThe Rev. H. E. Oostendorp, pasGeerds, Chester Van Tongeren and St., Zeeland. The club previously rence and Mrs. J. J. Mikula serv- Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Leeuwen, Mr.
delivered a talking machine to ed the dinner.
and Mrs. Dell Van Leeuwen.
tion of conferringthe third degree tor of North Street Christian ReJohn Kammeraad.
of^ the Masons on his three sons
An interestingwinter scene Fred Ten Cate at 29 East 18th St.,
The annual banquet for employ- WANTED:— Pillows to Clean— 83 (Everett, Edward, and Maxwell) formed Church of Zeeland, was
united in marriageto Mrs. Chris•bowing the Ashing shanties on the making four machines in all. The es of the Warm Friend Tavern
East Nth St. Holland, Phone in the hall Thursday evening at tina Nykamp, also of Zeeland,Satice here is being sought by the machines were made under a gov- was held Friday night, at 8:30 o'- 4248.
Fennville.The grandfather,Zacha- urday evening at the church parChamber of Commerce to be sent ernment project and records for
ry Foster, eighty-nine years old, sonage, the Rev. A. Jabaay, perwas among the large number of forming the ceremony in the presmembers and guests who came ence of immediate relatives and
from Allegan.South Haven, Sauga- friends.
tuck, Douglas, and Marne to witness the unique ceremony. A public installation was held in Eastern
Star hall in FennvilleTuesday evening. Those elected were W. M
LESSON
Mrs. Bessie Olson; W. P., Charles
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THANKSGIVING
FEASTPILQRIM BRAND
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Reed; A. M., Mrs.
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Fancy Grade

•

The honor

roll in Fennville
schools for six weeks ending Oct.
16, having no mark less than B
are: 12th, William Du Valle, Donald, Evelyn and Lucille Emerick,
Evah Hoyt, Pauline Johnson, Lor-

A

letter well written

and

filled

well covet. Paul’s letter to
........
Philemon is that kind of a letter. It is
the sincere expression of a great
heart. It is delicatelyand tactfully done. It ia the loving plea
of an unselfish man. It reveals no
axes to grind. It is for another’s
sake from beginning to end. It
takes such a high level of social
relationshipsas to make it an al-

slave and we can only appreciate
beauty and high moral tone when
we think of the letter as over against the background of slavery
in that day and men’s attitude
towards it.
The letter comes from one Chriatian to another. Indeed only a
Christian could write such a letter. Only the love of Jesus could
inspire it. Christianity soon became the death knell of slavery. It
is impossible for men to be real
Christiansand look with favor and
satisfactionupon slavery. Christianity cannot endorse Ul
slavery. It
is a species of stealing. It is
stealing man’s rights from him—

its

:

11
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PAGE

TF you had turkay oa Thanksciviac
1 Thursdayand, judging by their
nuabar and priea, moat of yon did,
tho weekend will be spent raveling ia
leftover!.And what ia better than cold
tnrkey served with dressing heated la
leftover giblet gravy on lees it is cold
chicken or cold rout pork. That means
a soup to start would be good, and the
other things you didn't heva room for
or tho vegetables that would have beau
too much may be made part of this sec-

im
Come

@w.o.

his right to freedom in

Christ,

his right to develop his own manondary feast
Hers are some menu haaod oa the hood in normal and just social
Thanksgivingmenu given last week. relations, his right to self respect
and his right to seek to justify
Low Cost Diaaor
Jesus’ evaluation of a human perTomato Soup
sonality. Slavery is a species of
Cold Boast Pork
Swoet Potato aad Turnip PattMe
cheating.It cheats the slave out
Buttered Celery with Onions
of his right to be himself in the
Bread and Butter
world, the right to stand up and
say, “I know that I am a man and
I want to prove it to you.” With
Medium Cost Dlaaer
Christianity’sdoctrine of the broCream of Muhroom Soup
Cold
Potato Soufflo therhood of man there could not
be a condition that brinn some
Green
CranberryJolly
Mince Pie
men within the circle of orotherCoffee
hood and forces others out and compels them to stay put One man
Very Special Dinner
is as good as another so far as
Crum of Oyster Soup
Olives
his inherent rights are concerned
Cold Turkey Hot Drusing with Gravy
All men are God’s childrenby creCandiedSweet Potatoes with Apple
ation. All men may come to their
Boiled Onions CranberrySauce
fulness in and through Jesus
Green Salad
Christ. Where does man get the
Mince Pie a la Mode
Coffu
authority for saying that one man

Chiekon

/
A

27c

lb.

ALL MICHIGAN BIRDS

Roasting
CHICKENS

^
Fancy

Fresh

25c

|b.

Fresh Dressed

DUCKS
Fresh Dressed

Solid

Pack

Sweet

Texas Natural

mm

GRAPEFRUIT 5 ^ IT1
Sweet m
£7. S.

No. 1 Jersey

POTATOES
Florida 176-200

5,btIOc

m* MW?

Size

ORANGES 2d“45c
Poultry Seasoning

*

Belle

M.

Meet

None Such Meat

LOANS

PRIZES.for the Kiddici! FUN for Everyone!

For Busincis

Hooray— Santa comei to Wards FRIDAYand what a big party it will bo. Prixci-thrilling diiplayi of hundrcdi of the ncweit toys
loti of

Expansion

17-oa
can

—a consultationwith the
Santa himself.

bank might prove

Walnut or
Pecan

Santa's Party at
2 p.

m.

come

to

Wards FRIDAY

Bring your letter

to Santa,

that he will know exactly
what you want. Rcmcmbtr Santa
Claus' Party is at Wards FRIDAY
too, so

©*».

2 p. m.

DON'T MISS SEEING HIM.

ly beneficial in the

of

—we

any

T*

HI

23c

Peels

W

*.

25e

&V,

4XXXX Sugar

Pice.

1

5C

TM-oi.

New Crop

Pkf.

Pitted

IOC
IOC

lb.

u«

S o'clock Coffee

I9C

greater development

or all of yonr

business interests.

invite just such consultation.

A s l>

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

TOO

l(

STO

litlS

b Thandaya, A AP. Band Wagon, Starring Kate Smith
and a Big Cast of Entertainers,• to • P. M., Station
All Prices Pina 3« Sales
We Cnah WPA Checka
Tone

*

WBBM

Ta*

FIRST
STATE BANK

v

- 49c

officers of this

to be most surprising-

gc

loaf

Mixed Nuts

Dates

15 c

IH-Ib.

Bread

Swansdown

I0c

pw«.

While Fiji

fun for everyone, as well as good old

Don't miss it. Be sure to

25c

pka.

Pumpkin Pie Spice

Candied

FRIDAY NOV. 27th

10C

3

Pumpkin

Nut Meats

Beginning at 2 P.

25c

PINT

OYSTERS

A&P
sign of service

25c

lb.

GEESE

Cranberry Sauce

—a

27c

lb-

Peu

Celery

to Sjanta

Specially Selected
Young Birdt

with rich thought is a work of
art and a joy that angels might

unique document. It
sneaks on behalf of a runaway

•

TURKEYS

Phile-

aine Walter, June Whittaker, Helen
Winslow;11th grade, Crawford DuVall, Dixie Franklin, Robert Hutchinson, Dale Hoyt, Amelia Kindlarski; 10th grade, Eva Race, Rhoda
Green, Josephine Marfia, Marion
Fisher; 9th grade, Donald Hoyt,
together
Allen Lockman, Norma Lutz.

$
I

Margaret
Sheard; A. P., Robert Keag; conNovember 29, 1936.
ductress, Mrs. Nellie Walter; asChristian Brotherhood —
sistant conductress, Mrs. Maude
mon 4-20.
Reed; secretary,Mrs. Bymina DuVall; treasurer,Mrs. Elsie Smeed.
Henry Geerlings

REMEMBER—
The A.

&

P. Food Stores

After Thanksgiving

Day

are prepared as

usual to take care of your .week-end needs
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

with specials for Friday find Saturday of

Phone 3188

Holland, Michigan

this

week.

^

